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The objective of this paper is to seek the general solution of the

complete Navier-Stokes equations governing heterogeneous, time

incompressible, viscous, laminar fluid dynamics through

digital simulation. In particular, two-layered stratified flows are

treated by using a numerical algorithm called the Marker-and-Cell

extended method (MACE), which is an extension of the MAC code

originated by the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory.

To provide the necessary background, the paper begins with a

mathematical description of stratified flows. The controlling equa-

tions are the Navier-Stokes equations, the continuity relation, and the

incompressible condition. These equations and various alternative

formulations are presented in axiomatic form; care has been taken in

this exposition so as to exhibit the hypotheses involved in analytical
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hydrodynamics. Necessary boundary conditions characterizing the

physical states of the stratified fluids are also stated. The finite-

difference scheme of MACE algorithm is discussed in detail, and

specific boundary conditions are derived for the MACE code allowing

inflow and outflow capabilities, no-slip and free-slip boundary-layer

considerations, and free-surface formulation.

In order to place the MACE method on a solid mathematical

foundation, a discussion of numerous aspects of stability and error

are derived for the Navier-Stokes equations. The stability of the

MACE numerical scheme and the convergence of the numerical solu-

tion to the theoretical solution are proven.

An example involving two-layered stratified fluid flow with in-

flow and outflow is presented to show how the previously non-realiz-

able solutions of the general Navier-Stokes equations can be computed

systematically through this algorithm. The example was simulated

digitally to obtain movie-frames illustrating various stages of the

transient state of stratified flow patterns. A complete set of flow dia-

grams demonstrating the logical sequence of calculations by the MACE

method is provided; a FORTRAN IV program listing is appended.

Natural extensions of the MACE method are proposed to handle

general heterogeneous fluids of both the continuum and the discrete-

layered stratification. The MACE method has great potential, for

continuations of this method may lead to discover whether or not vis-

cous, laminar fluid flow can be fully described by the fundamental

Navier-Stokes equations.
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ON NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS OF THE GENERAL NAVIER-STOKES
EQUATIONS FOR TWO-LAYERED STRATIFIED FLOWS

I. INTRODUCTION

Stratified flows are fluid motions in a gravitational field which

are influenced or originated by the variations in density of the fluid.

Density stratifications occur frequently in nature in the fields of me-

teorology, oceanography, and hydraulics (Harleman, 1961). Strati-

fied currents are of engineering interest in such problems as oceanic

or meteorologic disposal of industrial wastes and reservoir sedimen-

tation with selective withdrawal of quality waters. The present in-

vestigation was motivated by a need to describe currents in the pro-

cess of selective withdrawal from a stratified reservoir.

Previous analytical and experimental research on the problem

of stratified flows has given only limited results which involve either

multi-layered or continuous density distributions. To our knowledge,

all analytical work has under-gone simplifications through lineariza-

tion, boundary-layer approximations, transition, or geometrical sym-

metries. A brief resume of the more significant results is now given.

First, considerable analytical and experimental work has been

concentrated on the withdrawal from a two-layered system. Craya

(1949) treated the problem with an outlet above the interface between

two immiscible fluids and obtained a critical discharge value; above
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which the interface reaches the outlet and the originally stagnant low-

er layer begins to discharge. The critical discharge is frequently de-

scribed in terms of a dimensionless number in terms of the depth and

the density differences. This characteristic number is called the

densimetric Froude number:

41gYo

7-2 (132-P1 )

where q is the critical discharge, p1 and p2 are the respec-

tive densities of the upper and lower fluids,
yo

is some reference

vertical distance from the horizontal datum plane, and g is the ac-

celeration of gravity. Gabriel (1949) verified these analytical results

with experimental investigations. Harlernan (1961) sought the critical

discharge value for the case of an axial-symmetric flow about a ver-

tical axis with a discharge sink at the bottom. Huber (1960) solved

the problem of Craya by using a numerical technique, however, only

for inviscid flow. A Froude number was calculated but was found to

be twice that of Craya; the exact effect of the viscosity on the dis-

crepancy is still unknown.

Long (1953, 1954, 1955) presented a series of papers dealing

both analytically and experimentally with stratified flows over a bar-

rier. F = is found to be a significant value in regards to the
Tr

F -
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existence and the stability of a steady-state solution. Yih (1965) stud-

ied extensively the linearized, steady-state, inviscid, stratified fluid

flow and predicted also the significance of F = , relative to the
Tr

existence of an upper stagnant region for flows into a sink. Debler

(1959) conducted numerous experiments for linear density stratified

fluid, but found that even for F < 0.28, the fluid still separates with

a stagnant zone. Finally, Kao (1965) gave a mathematical solution

for the stagnant zone problem.

Based on his extensive research in the applicability of the mod-

ern computer technology to all phases of civil engineering, Slotta

et al. (1968) suggested a method to simulate the stratified flows on a

digital computer; thus, the number of approximations in the mathe-

matical analysis is minimized, except those arising from the finite-

difference representations. Following Slottat s suggestion, we seek

the general solution of the complete Navier-Stokes equations govern-

ing heterogeneous, time-dependent, incompressible, viscous, laminar

fluid dynamics through digital simulation. In particular, we handle

the two-layered stratified flows by using a numerical algorithm called

the Marker-and-Cell extended method (MACE), which is an extension

of the MAC code originated in Los Alamos (Welch et al., 1966).

To provide the necessary background, we devote Chapter II to

the mathematical description of stratified flows. The controlling

equations and the various alternative formulations are presented in
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axiomatic form; extreme care has been taken in this exposition so as

to exhibit the hypotheses involved in analytical hydrodynamics. Nec-

essary boundary conditions characterizing the physical states of the

stratified fluids are also stated. Chapter III introduced some avail-

able numerical methods for hydrodynamics. The finite-difference

scheme of the Marker-and-Cell extended algorithm is discussed in

detail. Secondly, specific boundary conditions are derived for the

MACE code allowing inflow and outflow capabilities, no-slip and free-

slip boundary-layer considerations, and free-surface formation.

In order to place the MACE method on a solid mathematical

foundation, Chapter IV includes a discussion of various aspects of

stability and error studies for the problem. Stability criteria and

truncation error are derived for the Navier-Stokes equations. Fur-

thermore, we proved the stability of the MACE numerical scheme and

the convergence of the numerical solution to the theoretical solution.

Next, Chapter V includes the basic flow diagrams and the input and

output for one example. The FORTRAN IV program listing is given

in Appendix II. This example is simulated on a relatively large digit-

al computer to obtain movie-frames illustrating the various stages of

the transient state of stratified flow patterns. Hence, the previously

non-realizable solutions of the general Navier-Stokes equations can

now be solved completely. Lastly, Chapter VI concludes this paper

by proposing extensions of the MACE method to handle general



heterogeneous fluids of both the continuum and the discrete-layered

stratifications. The MACE method has great potential, for it may lead

to the discovery of whether or not viscous, laminar fluid flow can be

fully described by the fundamental Navier-Stokes equations.



II. PRELIMINARY MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION
OF STRATIFIED FLOWS

In the following, a set of hydrodynamic equations for an incom-

pressible, heterogeneous, time-dependent, viscous fluid is presented.

For the mathematical model of a viscous fluid, most researchers use

the Navier-Stokes equations, first derived by Navier in 1827 and later

by Stokes in 1845 (Schlichting, 1960). Various discrepancies have

occurred in a number of experiments and approximate calculations to

these equations; a detailed discussion of some of these hydrodynami-

cal paradoxes is given by Birkhoff (1960). Nevertheless, we use

these equations by restricting the analysis to situations of laminar

flows, without the consideration of such phenomena as turbulence,

impurities in suspension, ionization, electrostatic forces, and rela-

tivistic effects. Derivations of the Navier-Stokes equations in the

framework of classical mechanics are found in most standard fluid

mechanics or hydrodynamics texts, such as Lamb (1945), Milne-

Thomson (1960), and Schlichting (1960). The non-mathematical read-

ers are cautioned that one plausible hypothesis in hydrodynamics is

that the processes of mathematical analysis can be used freely, i.e

the functions can be freely integrated, differentiated, and expanded in

series. The controlling equations are presented below in axiomatic

form, along with various important formulations of these equations

which are used in research literatures. Afterwards, we state the

boundary conditions for stratified flows.

6



Controlling Equations

The existence of tangential stresses and the condition of no slip

of fluid motion near solid walls constitute the essential difference be-

tween an ideal fluid and a real num. These tangential or frictional

forces in a real fluid are connected to a fluid property called the vis-

cosity of the fluid, whiph, for liquids, is nearly independent of pres-

sure but generally decreases with increasing temperature. A char-

acteristic quantity called the coefficient of viscosity, usually denoted

by p is associated with the fluid under consideration and is usual-

ly assumed constant, provided the temperature is nearly constant;

such fluids are said to be Newtonian. If the density of the fluid is de-

signated by p, then the ratio of viscosity to density is called the

kinematic viscosity v, v /p.

For the three-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system, we

assume that it is meaningful to let
u2' and

u3
be the respec-

tive components of a fluid particle" velocity which correspond to the

x1, x2' and x3 axes. To form the dynamical system, let p be

the pressure, force per unit area, and F F2' and F3 be the

components of external force. The equations of motion are derived

from Newton's second law of motion: The product of mass and accel-

eration is equal to the sum of external body and surface forces. The

surface force depends on the state of strain which is related to the



For each

in

, there are associated q real functions f f f
1' 2'

on D which are called components of f.

Notation: fe C' (D) means that for every component cn(D),

k= 1, , q.

In the following, we are concerned with a bounded domain

In the following summary, each facet of mathematical hydro-

dynamics is referred to a standard treatise. The references are not

intended to imply any priority for the referent.
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state of stress by Stoke's law of friction, which is analogous to

Hooke's law in the case of elastic solid bodies.

Before delving into the mathematical description of stratified

flows, it is convenient to introduce some terminology.

Notation: Let f be a real-valued function defined on a domain D

in RP, the p-dimensional real Cartesian space. Suppose n is a

natural number, f and its partial derivatives of all orders less

than or equal to n are defined and continuous on the closure of

D, and the n-th partial derivatives exist in D. We write

f e Cn(D).

Now, consider f as a vector-valued function defined on a do-

main D in RP and with range the vector space defined for Rq



Definition (Yih, 1965): By an incompressible fluid, we mean a fluid

for which

fit at + u + 0,1 8x 2 ax 3 ax
1 Z 3

where fl/fit is the total or substantial differentiation operator and

p E Cl(D).

The intuitive content of this definition is that the density of a fluid

particle remains unchanged as the particle moves about.

Axiom (Schlichting, 1960): The equations of motion of a heterogen-

eous, time-dependent, viscous fluid are referred to as the Navier-

Stokes equations:

Dul 2P"-^ F 8p a r..12au1
Dt 8x 8x "14' axl -3

v. -*-)]

1 1

8
aui auz au au

8 3 1
)

axz 8x ax
2 1

T-c3{14(-57c1+-87-c3)]

and

Du
8p

ax

au
a 2 2

-57 -c ("28x -V?'"v)]
2 2

8u au
2 3 au1 au2

+
a {0 +)} + [p(+--)1a

ax ax3 ax2 x 8x 8x
3 1 2 1



ten as

Du au
3 Op a 3 2

P Dt - - + [ p(2 --V177F3 ax ax ax3 3
3 3

a
au3 aui

a
auz au3

-- [p(+--)]ax axl ax31 x2[11(ax
+w)}

3 2

_
where =u i. +u2 j +u3 1-Z, V means the divergence of

WE C (D), and p, p E C1 (D).

If vector notation is used, then the above equation can be simply writ-

- vp - --3-Vp(V T.T) + 2(V. pV)13-Cr +V x p

10

where F= FzT and V x called the vorticity

function. Suppose is taken to be zero. The Navier-Stokes equa-

tions are then called the . uler's equations which describe the motion

of inviscid or ideal fluids.

Next, the conservation of mass relation expresses that for a

unit volume containing incompressible mass, there is a balance be-

tween masses entering and leaving per unit time.

Axiom (Hildebrand, 1962): The conservation of mass relation, also

called the continuity equation is,

at + v (pv7r) = 0.
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Theorem (Yih, 1965): For an incompressible fluid, the equation of

continuity reduces to vv7 = 0, whether or not the flow is steady and

whether or not the fluid is homogeneous.

Definition (Ladyzhenskaya, 1963): By no external force, we mean

is conservative, i. e., there exists a potential function $ e C (D)

such that V.

Corollary: For a heterogeneous, time-dependent, viscous, incom-

pressible fluid with no external force, the Navier-Stokes equations

take the form

DW
p - - Vp + 2(V. p V)W +V x pDt

Suppose the fluid is homogeneous with constant viscosity. The equa-

tions further reduce to

2
Dt = - v(P)+vV W.

Following Lin (1966), we can introduce two characteristic quan-

tities V, a reference velocity vector, and I, a reference dis-

tance vector, and define dimensionless quantities below:



called the Reynold's number, and

x.
x. -IL I , = 1, 2, 3,

I.*

where I is the usual Euclidean distance norm for vectors.

Theorem: For a heterogeneous, time-dependent, viscous, incom-

pressible fluid with no external force, the dimensionless form of the

Navier-Stokes equations take the following form:

Dt*
_ V p 2(V.1 V)+

* R

12

= V xw Furthermore, the continuity equation remains

This formulation is useful in scaling for computer simulation.

Next, we present some important formulations of the Navier-

Stokes equations by restricting the parameters p and p.

Theorem (Yih, 1965): Suppose the viscosity p is constant for a

heterogeneous, time-dependent, viscous, incompressible fluid with

no external force. The Navier-Stokes equations can be written as the

vorticity transport or transfer equation:

13-6. ,t 1

"' V)w
2

(V pxVp) + v v

where

V = 0.



a-Cv- xat

P 7v-"-"v7rwhere x p 2

= - V x,

Definition: A motion is irrotational provided there exists a potential

function (1:. E C1(D) such that vi = V4).

Corollary: If the flow is irrotational for a homogeneous, time-

dependent, viscous, incompressible fluid with no external force, then

we obtain the relation

x = f(t),at

where f is some function of time. Furthermore, if the motion is

steady, then the relation reduces to

is the Bernoulli's quantity.

x = constant.

13

provided P E Cl(D), P E C2(D), and W = C3(D). This equation in-

dicates that the rate of change of vorticity is caused by the stretching

and turning of vortices, the density variation, and the dissipation

through friction.

Theorem (Milne-Thomson, 1950): Suppose the fluid is time-depend-

ent, homogeneous with p constant, viscous with 1,1 constant, and

incompressible with no external force. The Navier-Stokes equation

is as follows:
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We now consider the two-dimensional problems. For the non-

homogeneous case, the Navier-Stokes equations are as follows:

Du Op+ a a 1.. au a au+ av
P Dt = 8x axwax' ay""8y 8x'

and

Dv 8pa , av , r , au av
P - +

,
Dt ay ay 8y ax ay ax

where u and v are chosen as velocity components corresponding

to the x - y coordinate system. Assuming that higher partial de-

rivatives exist for all the variables and are continuous, we differen-

tiate the equations with respect to x and y respectively and add

the resulting equations to obtain an expression for pressure.

Theorem: Suppose the fluid is heterogeneous, time-dependent, vis-

cous, and incompressible with no external force. The Navier-Stokes

equations can be combined into a Poisson equation:

2 2 2(B2 Du +.ps Dv a( ,v)4.

ax

212_2au+LE av14.(au+21rail_
3x Dt ay Dt '+ P a( , y) 28x 3y28y' ay ax'8x8y'

a(u, v)
Ou av au 8vwhere - -

8(x, y) 8x 8y By Ox

with respect to x and y.

denotes the Jacobian of u and

From the general vorticity transport equation, we have a sim-

ple corollary below:

Corollary: If a fluid is heterogeneous, time-dependent, viscous with



constant p, and incompressible with no external force, then the

vorticity transport equation is as follows:

p)atp
1

p, p)
v s ,Dt 2 a(x, y) v

aV auwhere - . Moreover, if the fluid is homogeneous withax 8y

constant p, then the vorticity transport equation assumes an even

simpler form

2
= v V .Dt

Finally, suppose there exists a so-called stream function

4J(x, y) E C4 (D)such that

u = and v = -ay ax

Theorem: If a fluid is homogeneous, time-dependent, viscous with

constant P, and incompressible with no external force, then the

vorticity transport equation can be transformed into a stream function

formulation

8(V LI), LP)a vaqJ
= vat a(x, y)

15



Boundary Conditions

The boundary conditions for a stratified, viscous fluid (Landau

and Lifschitz, 1959) are stated below:

1. At the boundary of a fixed solid surface,374-1 is identically

zero. This condition is often called the no-slip condition.

Z. Suppose there exists a surface of separation, called the

fluid interface, between two immiscible fluids. The inter-

face is assumed to be a streamline. The velocities of

fluids at the interface are identical, and the forces exerted

on each other are in equilibrium. Normal pressure and

viscous stress across the interface are continuous.

3. At the free surface, stress tangential to the surface van-

ishes, and the normal stress balances the externally ap-

plied normal stress.

Next, we apply the above conditions to derive a theorem involv-

ing the fluid interface between two immiscible fluids. In the two-

dimensional derivation of the Navier-Stokes equations, the following

figure is used to show the stress components T, taken along the

coordinate axes, as experienced by an incremental volume of unit

depth.

16
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Figure 1. Stress components in two dimensions.

A set of stress components form the stress tensor or stress

matrix

xx xy

0

11=

-p 0

+P

It is then proven that T = T ; hence, the stress matrix is sym-xy Yx

metric. For an incompressible fluid, the stress matrix is known to

be as follows:

_ -- au au- au av
ax ay 8x ax

+p-'av av au av
ax ay ay_.-.

where the Stoke's law of friction is assumed (Schlichting, 1960).

Lemma: Suppose we consider a Lagrangian system of Cartesian co-

ordinate axes m - n defined along the interface with in = rn -I. +m 1-x Y

and ii = nx-i. + n j as unit vectors along m and n axes respec-
Y

tively. The stress matrix in the Lagran.gian system is as follows:

17
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Tmn mm

Proof: Since

T n m +T m m
Yx x Y YY x Y

The proof relies on the fact that a change of basis results in a simi-

larity tranformation, i. e.,

and

n mx x

n m

The followingfollowing theorem is original.

Theorem: At the interface of two incompressible, viscous, irnmis-

cible fluids, if u, v E C (D), then we have a boundary condition as

follows:

au 2 au av av 2
nx + nxny(-6-3-r.+-Tc ) + = 0 .

and my = -
nx. From the

it is known that

x y

T Tyx yy

+T rn
2

YY Y

1

are orthonorrnal, we can choose m =nx y

18

stress matrix and Stoke's law of friction,

nn Tnm

T n +nm (T +T )xx x x x xy yx

2+T myy x

T n n +T nxx x y xy x y

+T n m +T myx y X yy x y

mn mm T n n +T n mxx x y xy y x T n 2+ m n (T +T )xx y y y xy yx



and

T =T n2 +n m(T +T ) + T m2
nn xx x x x xy yx YY x

= T n
2 + 2n n T +T n2x,x x x y xy yy y

au 2 a u av av 2
= (-p+2p n + Zn n p ) + (-p+2p )n.

ax x x y 3y Ox aY Y

If subscripts 1 and 2 indicate the two fluids, then

8u au av av
1 2 1 1 , ..., 1, 2

rnni -p+2p ax n + 2n n p + ax -a-pnyx y

0112 av2-p+2p 8u2 n2 + an n p..nn2 28x x xyzdy

At the interface normal stresses balance, i.e., Tnnl = -

au 8u
,1 1 2 2

au av
1

au av2, 11

1 --arc
ax n + Zn n (px y 1 ay + ax Oy ax

8v Ov
1 2 2+ 2(p --u1 8y n =

If u,v e C2(D), then identical velocities for the two fluids at the

interface imply

2 au, au av
n ---+nn-a+xax xyty ax

Since pz p we conclude

2 8v+n --] = 0.
Y aY

av
2 2

(-13+2P )ny

nn2
, or

19



28u 8u av zavn +n n + ) + n = v.x ax x y ay ax y ay

It is important to note that the hypothesis u, v e C (D) is quite

strong. If this condition can be satisfied, then this additional bound-

ary condition is useful in numerical relaxation, for the iterative pro-

cess can be carried out in two smaller regions. The convergence

should be faster then.

20



III. MARKER-AND-CELL EXTENDED METHOD

Before large-scale digital computers with high-speed calcula-

tion capability were available, it was an insurmountable task to solve

systems of nonlinear partial differential equations with complicated

boundary conditions. In the past 20 years, numerous numerical

methods have been developed in handling systems of equations. We

now outline the more successful techniques for solving non-steady,

two-dimensional fluid dynamics problems. The general technique

usually involves getting a finite-difference approximation to the dif-

ferential equations and setting up some sort of mesh system for re-

laxation. Solutions are sought through sweeping the mesh repeatedly

and adjusting the attempted solutions on each iteration until the equa-

tions and the prescribed constraint conditions are satisfied simultan-

eously, i. e., to within a specified tolerance error.

For the mesh system, two general types are found, namely,

Eulerian and Lagrangian. In an Eulerian mesh system, the grid sys-

tem is stationary relative to the reference region through which the

fluid moves. On the other hand, a Lagrangian system is always mov-

ing with the fluid.

In one-dimensional cases the Lagrangian formulation is pre-

ferred since many situations occur in which fluids diffuse across the

interface, and coordinate systems are compressed by shocks. Also,

21
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this Lagrangian code has the weight of the tradition of the Richtmyer

and von Neumann (1950) treatment of shocks by the introduction of an

artificial viscosity term. This purely artificial mechanism has the

computational virtue of smoothing the shock transition for computer

calculations. For two-dimensional problems, Schultz (1964) stated

that even with a generalized tensor artificial viscosity, the turbulence

problem destroys the coordinate system that initially defines the sys-

tem everywhere; hence, we are reversing the process back to favor

the Eulerian formulation, provided a large number of cells are used

in order to obtain good definition of the solution.

A more satisfactory method which alleviates both limitations of

Euleria.n and Lagrangian methods is the mixed Eulerian-Lagrangian

method of Frank and Lazarus (1964). This technique involves the

Eulerian set-up with respect to one dimension and Lagrangian the

other, where the direction of fluid flow corresponds to the latter.

One restriction, and a major difficulty, is that no fluid can cross the

Lagrangia.n grid lines.

A rather sophisticated code developed by Noll (1964) is the

Coupled Eulerian-Lagrangian, code (GEL) consisting of a region with

polygonal subregions having nonstationary fluid boundaries. The GEL

code employs a basic Eulerian mesh for the entire region and La-

grangian meshes for the subregions of fluids with nonstationary

boundaries approximated by Lagrangian lines using Lagrangian grids.
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The GEL method. includes Lagrangian calculations, Eulerian calcula-

tions, and a calculation which couples the Eulerian and Lagrangian

regions in boundary matching. One important feature is that these

separate calculations allow the use of different time intervals for

convergence purposes. However, the main difficulty in the develop-

ment of a consistent Eulerian scheme is fitting the boundaries of the

various Lagrangian subregions.

Next, the Particle-in-Cell method (PIG) developed by

Harlow (1964) of the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory is another ap-

proach which combines the better features of both Lagran.gian and

Eulerian systems. This method divides the region of solutions into a

large number of Eulerian cells which characterize the field variables,

and it represents the fluid by Lagrangian particles which indicate the

movement. In each time cycle, the PIG method consists of two types

of calculations; advancement of the Eulerian description of the fluid

and that of the Lagrangian description of the particles. Hence, this

method is particularly useful for problems involving large distortions,

large slippages, and colliding interfaces. It is limited, however, to

nonsubsonic flows and to problems where no small regions need to be

resolved as pointwise details at any given time.

Lastly, the Marker-and-Cell method (MAC) by Welch et al.

(1966) had also been developed in the Los Alamos Scientific Labora-

tory. Similar to PIG, there are two coordinate systems in the MAC
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method: Eulerian mesh covering the entire region and describing the

flow field variables; Lagrangian mesh characterizing the particles

and describing fluid motion. However, the MAC method is designed

for incompressible, viscous, transient fluid flow problems involving

free surface. In contrast to the PIG method, the MAC technique has

the advantage that allows resolution of pointwise details at all times.

In the following, an extension of the MAC method is presented

to handle the two-layered stratified fluid problem with inflow and out-

flow, as the Los Alamos researchers have treated two-layered con-

fined situations in complexity. We are concerned with two incom-

pressible, viscous, homogeneous fluids with the slightly lighter fluid

of density p1 on top and the heavier fluid of density p below.

The upper surface is open to the atmosphere, and a free surface is

noted. For the remainder of this chapter, we first discuss the con-

trolling equations of stratified flow in finite-difference form and de-

scribe the numerical scheme of the Marker-and-Cell extended meth-

od (MACE). Secondly, we exhibit the boundary conditions needed for

the algorithm. The basic algorithm of MACE method is identical to

the MAC method as presented by Welch et al.(1966); the extension

mainly involves the derivation of boundary conditions needed for the

inflow and outflow capabilities.



Finite-Difference Scheme

For a heterogeneous, time-dependent, viscous, incompressible

fluid, the controlling equations, as presented in Chapter II, are the

Navier-Stokes equations, the incompressibility condition, and the

continuity relations. The latter two relations are combined to arrive

at the reduced continuity equation V = 0. With gravity -g- as

the single outside force, the Navier-Stokes equations are written as

follows:

DVAT 1 1 r

Dt = - Vp +L2(V. V W vx(1ivx-v7)]

If the two components of this vector equation are written out fully, we

have the following:

au au au 1 813 2 a au a 8u 18
-aT uTc + = (14 (p)1+8y p ax p ax 8x ay ay pay

and

Ou av 8v 1 ap 2 8 ay a ay 1 a
+ + v = _ )] [ ay au ,1

dY p ay p ax r 8x 8y ay p ax 8x 8y " gy,

where
gx1 g j'

DpBy applying the incompressibility condition = 0 and the contin-

uity- relation, we can re-write the last two equations in a. modified

form:

v au
ax ayi
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and

a(pu) a 2, a . ap 2r a au a I )]
at ax+ (pu ) + ay (puv) ax Lax wax' ayP ay

a av au
+ ( )1 + gxPay ax ay

a (pv) a a
at + (Puv)

2 ap) = - + 2ay

Figure 2. Placement of variables.

av a av(p-ax ax ) + ay ay

a av au
+ -8-;j11(-5Tc --51/11 gYP

Next, the central difference scheme (Kunz, 1957) is used to

find the finite-difference analogs of the above equations. For a rec,

tangular cell with dimensions Ax and A y, the field variables p,

p, and 1.1 are located at the centers of the cells, while u and v

are evaluated on the sides of the cells as shown on the figure below:
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The partial derivatives in Navier-Stokes equations are approxi-

mated by difference quotients about u.
14-2-3

in the following grid system by 0 and O respectively:

and v. as indicated
li+i
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. I
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Z7
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Figure 3. The mesh system.

After a lengthy process of arithmetic manipulations (Slotta,

Hwang et al. , 1968), we obtain the finite-difference analogs of the

Navie r -Stoke s equations:



n+1
,G3U = pu).+ At

)1+zi 1-qj

and

2 -u )-p .(1 -U )}

(Ax)2
i+lj 1+-2-j i+-fj ij i-fj

[1 111+1-j u v+ ri-l-lj i+1,j+i-vij 1+--
+Ay Pid-lj+1.. A y Ax

U. 1-U. I V. 1 -v.
1+-2-j 1+2-j-1 i+ 1

-1 Ay Ax

P.+lij
p. .g I + -P

1+-2-j x Ax

puv). 1 1-(Puv). 1 1 (pv ). -(pv).2 2

(pv).. = r(pv).. + Atn+1 1-.J+ 1+-3+1+fj+f ij ij+1
Ax Ay

2 .-(pu2). . (puv). . 1-(puv). 1.
3 1+13
Ax A y

2 r
2 ij+1 13+2 ij+ 13 ij+-f ii-f

(AY)

11-1. I-U. V 1 -V.
-1 1+-Lj-1- 1 i+lj
A x 1+-27 j+1, Ay px

U. i . -U. . V.. -V. , .

1--n-1-1 1-2-3 13+a- 1- /j-q
-1j+1 Ay Ax

P. -P..
p.. 1g 1+

Y Ay

where the superscript n+1 refers to a value at time (n+1)At, and

the rest of the quantities without the superscript are evaluated at time

nAt.

For convenience in calculations, we define. and .
+fl
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so as to abbreviate the last two finite-difference equations:

n+1 At
(Pu). 14 g. it + Ax 1-1- 13

and

and

n+1 At
(Pv). = )3+ Ay 13 13+1

where . and are easily determined by the bracketed

quantities if r in these equations. From the above equations,

we can find the velocities easily:

n+1 1 At
14 = [g.n+ 1 1+-2-3 px j 1-1- 1 j

n+1 1 r, At
1 = 1 -- (p..-p.. )] .

ij-F-2- n-I-1 13-F-2- A y 13 1.3+1

1J-Fi

Also, if we make the finite-difference approximations in the reduced

continuity equation V 0 and apply the above velocities, we ob-

tain the following relation:

At Pij -Pi+ 1 j P i- 13-Pij
+

( At
_

2 n+1 n+1 I 2 n+1 n+1
(Ax) p. 1

p
(Ay) 11+-ii pi-li I-3+

p.. j.
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and re-grouping the last relation, we have

At ( 1 1 At ( 1 1

(4 x)2 pn. +11 Pi+ ii+ ni._+ii.j Pi - j 4- y)2 pn..+11. Pij+ I+ n+ 1 Pij- 1 = Dij
1+-Ej 13+-2-

p..
-2i

If we further define the coefficient of p., as C.. and solve for
ij ij

p.., then we arrive at the following equation:

where

B(1)
1 At 1

'j
1-

C.
(Aix)

[
(p

At 1

14302 -ri+1.1.

1.+a-j

Pu

1 At ii 1-_ + ______
n+1 , ,+1+ n+1 1) 2 n

Pi-ii 'AY' pii+1 pii-i

(1) ...,(2)
ij Pi+lj Dij Pi-

and

(3) (4)
. + B.. p.. + B.. p.. + A..,
J 13 1)+1 13 ij- 1 13

(3) 1 At 1 B4 1
B. B.. =

C 2 +1
--------ij C. 2 n+1 '

li (Ay) p.. 1
1.3 ii (6,0 pn..1

9+a- 13--a-

D..
A.. = .

13 c,.

For notational purposes, we shall call the last equation for p.. the

",Poisson" equation, for in the case p = constant and Ax = Ay,

P

(2)1 At 1

C.. 2 n+1
1.) (Ax)
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(k) 1
B. =' = 1, 2, 3, 4, and our equation is4

-4. (Pi+ Pi ii+ Pii+ 1+ Pii - )

which is indeed a finite-difference approximation of the Poisson equa,

tion v p = a.

Before we analyze the numerical algorithm, we mention that the

finite-difference Navier-Stokes equations assume a simplified form in

case the fluid is away from the interface. Here, the fluid has a con-

stant viscosity and density, and the finite-difference analogs are as

follows:

2
UV) 1-- (UV). .

111 -2-
U U. 1. + At j

1+-2-j Ay

(1 2 . +U. 1 . 1 U. 1 . ., + U. 1 . , 212, 1 .i+13 1...] if/i 1+-n+ I 1+V. I l+n
+ V +

2(Ax)2 (Ay)

1 Pij-Pi+lj+ g +x p

and
2 2

n+1 (u i.-fj44-(uv ii4j4 vii-vii+i
+i Ax Ay

[
v..13

1 = v, 1 + At

1+g +
Y P

v. . 1+ v. . 1 - Zv.. 11+1J+-a- 3,-1J+- 1J+--i
+

(
v

V.. /+ v. 1 -2v.
1j+a 1j-a 1j+--i

(Ay)2
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With the above equations, we are in a position to describe the

numerical scheme of the Marker-and-Cell extended method. In the

first place, the codes of the markers and the cells need to be clari-

fied. The entire domain of interest for an initial-boundary-value

problem is divided into Eulerian grid cells, which, in our develop-

ment, is in the framework of a rectangular mesh system. Field var-

iables such as u, v, p, p, and II are associated with each cell to

characterize the fluid dynamics. Inside each cell, marker particles

are placed to indicate the presence of fluids. In addition these mark-

ers are used to show internal fluid configuration, to delineate the in-

terface between two fluids, and to determine the cell density and vis-

cosity, by the relative proportion of each type of marker particles.

Secondly, we outline the computational procedure for one time

cycle to handle the initial-boundary-value problem. We observe that

all the controlling equations are combined to arrive at the "Poisson's

pressure equation; hence, the pressure relaxation constitutes the

main part of the algorithm. Once the pressure is known, the new

cell velocities can be calculated by the Navier-Stokes finite-difference

equations. The marker particles are moved according to the trajec-

tories determined by the proportional weighings of the velocities of

the neighbors. Before the next cycle begins, much accounting is

completed in tallying inflow or outflow particles, re-flagging all cells,

and calculating cell variable coefficients. Furthermore, the particle
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positions are plotted on a cathode-ray tube and photographed so that

the movement of the fluid can be visualized by comparing the "movie -

frames" from different time cycles. The next cycle can start immed-

iately with the results of the past cycle as initial conditions.

It is necessary to elaborate on the pressure relaxation process

designed by Welch et al. (1966). At the start of the time cycle, old

density values are used as an initial guess for the advanced density

field, and the quantities needed for pressure relaxation are calculat-

ed. Since the objective of this algorithm is to satisfy both the "Pois-

son it equation and the density field simultaneously, two pressure iter-

ation cycles are employed. During the first pressure relaxation

cycle, particle trajectories are determined, without actually moving

the particles. As soon as the densities no longer change, the second

pressure iteration cycle is carried out with higher order of accuracy

so as to obtain final cell values of all field variables and, consequent-

ly, the particle trajectories. A simplified flow chart illustrating the

basic computing procedure is shown on the following page.

Concerning the particle trajectories, we determine the particle

velocities by a weighed average of the neighboring cell velocities as

shown by Figure 5 with

U = A u.)/Ax y.
1

jzl



Problem set-up

Plot-print control

Old density. new density;
calculate quantities needed
for pressure relaxation

Crude pressure relaxation

Calculate particle trajectories and
density changes

Fine pressure relaxation

Yes

Calculate cell velocities and
particle trajectories;
move particles

Calculate density and
viscosity coefficients

Figure 4. The MACE computing procedure.
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Figure 5. Particle velocity by weights.

Boundary Conditions

Boundary conditions are derived below from the finite-difference

Navier-Stokes equations. In most cases, there are two formulations

depending on whether or not the cell itself contains, or whether or

not it is adjacent to one which contains, homogeneous or heterogen-

eous fluids. First, we consider the no-slip wall which requires that

w = 0 at the wall. We choose the tangential component of the veloc-

ity in the exterior boundary cell to be the negative value of the inter-

ior tangential image, and the normal component at the wall must van-

ish. In addition, in order to preserve continuity, we let the exterior

normal velocity components be the same as its image in the interior.

Thus, we can write down the following conditions for boundary cells
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defining a no-slip wall (NOSLP), with a left exterior boundary cell

having the indices i-j as an illustration:

V. . = -V,. 1, V. 1 = -V. 11
13+- -. 1+ 1j--2-

(uv) = (uv) 1 1 = 0,

U. =1+3

2 2
U. = u..,1 = U. 3 .,

1+ 1 j 13 1+-2-3

U. . U.1+-E 1
1

= 0,
1+-i3+ 1 j -

provided the neighboring cells are also NOSLP or empty boundary

cells,

2P i+ 1 j

Pij = Pi+ lj gxPi+lj U. 3.&x 1-1-V

for the homogeneous fluid case, and

3.)

Pij = Pi+1j gxpi+ljAx u. .

115c 1--ij

Ay ij+1 ij i+lj+1-(11ij+Pij-dvi+lj-11

for heterogeneous fluid case. If the lower cell is a boundary cell de-

fining an input or output wall, then u. .. is U. or Uout re-in

spectively, and
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Pij = Pi+lj gxPi+ljAx Ax ui+lj - 2+lj. u.i 1--2-3- 1
(AY)

for the homogeneous fluid, and

p.. p. - g p. -
13 11-13 X 1+1)

Ax

4 p
13

- -[Ay ij+1 ij 1+1 j+-i 1 1+ -2-

)u.ij 1 1

(Ay)2

for the heterogeneous fluid. Similar boundary conditions can be writ-

ten for right, upper, and lower boundary cells by applying equivalent

expressions as shown above.

Besides no-slip walls, free-slip conditions are derived, as the

choice depends upon the physical realization of the thickness of the

boundary layer. Consequently, if the layer is thin relative to the di-

mension of a cell, free slippage is preferred; otherwise, no-slip

condition governs. For a free-slip wall, the tangential component of

the velocity in the exterior boundary cell is taken to be the same as

the image in the interior, but the exterior normal velocity is chosen

as the negative of the interior image value in order that the normal

component of the velocity vanishes at the wall. Hence, the following

boundary conditions are used for boundary cells defining a free-slip

wall (FRSLP), again with reference to a left exterior boundary cell:
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V. . 1 = V.. 1, V. 1 = V.. 1,
1+ lj

(uv). 1. 1 =- (uv). 1. 1 = 0,

U. i. = 0,

2 2
U. . = u.., U. 1. = -u. 3 .,

1+13 13 1---n 1+-3

V = 0,

and p.. =
p.1+ 1 .

- g p. Ax, whether the fluid is heterogeneous orij j x 1+1

homogeneous.

Thirdly, for boundary cells defining a left input wall (IN) with

uniform constant inflow U. we obtain the following boundary con-

ditions:

n+1
u. 1. = u. ef

1-F-v

(uv). . = (uv). i. i = 0,

2 2
= u.

13 1+13
U. 3. = U. 1 ./1+13

V.. 1 = -V. I , V.. = -V,
1+1 1+ 13

U. 1 = U. 1 = U. 1 = U. ,
1+-2-3+1 1+-3 3.+-j- 1

provided both upper and lower cells are IN, and

2 I.,
'

p. = p. - g p. .Ax - i+ lj
(u. 3 -U. ) .

13 1+1j X 1+13 Ax
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If the upper cell is either NOSLP or FRSLP, then we have instead

U. i . =0, U. 1. = U. 1. = U.
1+-2-3+1 i+j in

and
p. .Ax2Pi+ljp. = p. g p. .Ax U. .ij 1+ 1 j

- -x 1 j Ax
(u-U + (Ay)2

Suppose the lower cell is an empty boundary cell. If the lower right

cell is NOSLP, then no-slip condition demands that

U. i. = -U. i.1+V 1+13-

and

and

21.J. 2pi.,
p. = p.- g p. .Ax - (u. 3.- U. + U.

1-1-1j x 1-13 Ax 3 in
(AY)2

moreover, for a FRSLP lower right cell, the free-slip condition re-

quires that

U. 1. = u.
1+1 j- 1 1+13

2p. +l.p. = p. g
p.1-13

.Ax -x Ax

Next, concerning the boundary cells defining an output right

wall (OUT), we use the right exterior boundary cell for reference and

assume uniform constant outflow
Uout:
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and

and

Pij =

2 2
U. . =u = u. 1.,1-13 1-Fn

n4-1
U. . = U. 1. Uout,1-n 1-V

(uv). 1 = (uv), 1. 1 = 0,

U. 1

provided the upper cell is NOSLP or FRSLP, and

out

(4x)xE 2 2 u' 3 uto (6y)2j x 1-. g jA X + 1.; )-

for the homogeneous fluid. Now, for the heterogeneous fluid, it is

necessary to distinguish the types of upper cell. Suppose the upper

cell is NOSLP. No-slippage condition assumes

1 = -V. 1 V.. 1 = -V.
13 -2- 1- 1 j-F-2- 13 111-"y

AxU (pn.+11.- Pi I.Pij = Pi-lj + g lx 'Ax -j At out 1--2-J -2

_Ax lj)
v. 1

However, if the upper cell is FRSLP, then we take

V.. i = V. , 1, V.. 1 = V.. 1,
13+-f
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U

+-Wi-lj+1+2}ji-
(AY)

out Ay

Uout 1+-2-j

- 41j i- 1 j Ax



and

and

4x n+1
i P. - 1- lg P' 'Ax - At Ijout(Pi-i-j-j 1 X j

(P4
i- 1 j

(LT
Ax 1- li+1 1- lj

- out .4x out 2
(A Y)2

Furthermore, we need to consider the lower boundary cell in case it

is an empty boundary for the homogeneous fluid case. Let the lower-

left cell beNOSLP. We then have

U. . -U. ,
1--a-j-

u. u
1- out2j Outp x.,p. + g p. .Ax -I- 2plj X 1- .1j 1- lj 2 -

(Ax) (Ay)

In case the lower-left cell is FRSLP, v. e take

U. i. =U. 1. ,

2p.
p p + a 1 1

13 1-13 bxPi "l' Ax
(u. 3 ,-U ) .out
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Finally, we discuss surface cells (SUR), that is, cells contain-

ing fluid and directly adjacent to an empty cell within the system,

which define the free surface of the fluid (Shannon, 1967). Consider-

ing the atmospheric pressure to be neglIgible relative to the fluid

pressure, we have the following from the normal stress condition as

defined in Chapter I:



r 2 au , ,au av 2 av
p = 21.1Ln n ( n J.x ax x y ay ax y ay

The approximate pressures for SUR cells can be derived by specify-

ing the vector i= nx n j, which depends on the orientation of

the surface. With one empty cell adjacent to the SUR cell under con-

sideration, n =1, provided the empty cell is on the left or the

right; otherwise, i = j, if the empty cell is on top. Hence

au
P 2 --ax

for the former case, and
av

P =

for the latter. In addition, if two empty cells are diagonally adjacent

to the SUR cell under consideration, then we have the following sub-

cases. First, if the two empty cells are located on the right and on

top, then -xi = j , and

j(aa; avx)

Secondly, if the empty cells are on the left and on top, then we have
1- 1=i -

tv
j , and

NI 2 2
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IV. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS ON MACE

For the MAC method, the extent of numerical analysis includes

only a few stability criteria (Welch et al., 1966; Daly and Pracht,

1967). With the aim of placing the MACE method on a solid mathe-

matical basis, we consider in the following, stability conditions, con-

vergence properties, and error analysis.

First, concerning stability, we have found that it is virtually

hopeless to derive general stability criteria for systems of nonlinear

partial differential equations such as the complete Navier-Stokes

equations, Hence, we resorted to linearized equations which, fortu-

nately, help to derive some choices of mesh sizes and time incre-

ments. Of course, linearization sometimes produces very fruitful

analytical predictions on the behavior of nonlinear equations; at other

times, misleading information is obtained. In addition, for discrete

layers of fluids, sharp discontinuities exist at the interface and limit

analytical studies tremendously. Consequently, we concentrated our

efforts on numerical analysis for either homogeneous fluid flow or

heterogeneous fluid with field variables having sufficient number of

derivatives. Welch et al. (1966) suggested that stability criteria re-

sulting from homogeneous fluid analysis could perhaps be applied to

homogeneous regions of multi-fluid problems; we found this rather

crude technique to be successful. For the MACE numerical scheme,
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we have proved a more accurate stability theorem.

More significantly, in connection with convergence, we have

noted a pattern in the MACE code and have proved, using this pattern,

not only that the algorithm is stable but also that the numerical solu-

tion converges to the exact solution of the partial differential equation

when the mesh is refined.

For concepts of convergence and stability of difference schemes,

the hearistic techniques of analysis developed by von Neumann and

expanded by O'Brien, Hyman, and Kaplan (1951) are used. A more

sophisticated version of the general development can be found in Lax

and Richtmyer (1956) in which stability was treated via the theory of

linear operators in Banach functional spaces. In the following, the

very convenient terminology of O'Brien et al, is used. Let E rep-

resent the exact solution of a partial differential equation Lw =

where L is the differential operator on the variable w, and w

is the forcing function. Also, let P be the exact solution of the
n npartial difference equation L' w.. = w.. where L' is the differ-
13 ij

ence operator corresponding to L. Furthermore, let N be the

numerical solution to the partial difference equation. (E-P) is de-

fined as the truncation error of the solution which arises from the

finite distance between points of the mesh system. The problem of

convergence is the problem of finding conditions under which P

approaches E. We call (L' En..-wn..) the truncation error of the
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difference scheme. (P-N) is the numerical error which results

from the finite number of decimal places calculated by the computer;

usually, the round-off error is the main contribution to the numerical

error. To find the condition under which (P-N) is small through-

out the entire region is taken to be the problem of stability.

Von Neumann developed a procedure based on making a Fourier

expansion of errors and following the progress of the general term of

the expansion. This method, however, assumes constant coefficients

for a partial differential equation. For cases of nonlinear differen-

tial equations or equations with variable coefficients, a linear varia-

tional equation can be obtained, but its coefficients depend on the var-

iables and P. Von Neumann suggested to circumvent the difficulty

of nonconstant coefficients by applying the method repeatedly to a se-

quence of over-lapping small regions. Each region is so small that

the coefficients may be assumed constant, with negligible error,

throughout the region. We assume and error 5 for the solution is

separable so that, say,

5n = 6(iAx, jay, nAt) = 50 rn(ax, Aij

which is one typical Fourier component. The reference amplitude

of 5 is modified by rn which indicates the growth rate, with50

as the index of time advancement. Furthermore,
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k1iAx =

Tr).1

and k jAy =

are the component variations in the respective x and y directions,

where
X1

and
X2

are taken to be wave numbers. The von Neu-

mann stability criterion is simply the requirement that r j < 1 if

the component solution is to remain bounded as n becomes large.

Navier-Stokes Equations

For the Navier-Stokes partial differential equations involving

homogeneous fluid flows, the following equation is considered:

au au au lap a2u a2u
+ = +v )at ax ay p ax 2 2

8x ay

To linearize this equation,
u0

v0, and
p0

are assumed steady-

state solutions satisfying the above equation, and, in particular,
0

is chosen to be the constant free stream velocity. Suppose ta.' is a

perturbation around
u0 so that

U =
U0

EUt

where E << 1. Substituting and noting that uo, vo, and pc) sat-

isfy the original equation, we obtain the reduced linear equation, with

all second-order perturbation terms neglected:
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au, au'a2u' a
2

at + u08x vOay -v1
,

2 + 2iax ay

Applying the central-difference scheme to the linearized equation

about u. 1., we have the following difference equation:
3.+v

n+ 1 n
u. 1.- u. 1 . u v

3.4-v 0 n n , 0 , n n.- ..- u. .) + 0-1. 1 . I. -11. 1.At A x ij 1+ 1 j A y 1+-2-3--2- 3.-i-n+-i

1
(u. 3 U.. 1.- 2u, 1.)

(Lx)2 1+-2-3

1, n
t

n ,
u. +u. 1. u. 1.)

1+-i-j+, - 1+-2-j
(Ay)

Before we derive the stability criterion for the above difference

equation, we consider a couple of subcases.

Criterion 1: For the stability of the equation without the transport

terms, i. e.

au,
- v ( a2 au'

) ,at 2ax ay2

the stability criterion is
2 2

'(6x) (AY)ZvAt <

+v

as follows:

(Ax)2+(Ay)2

Proof: The finite-difference equation without the transport term is
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.

n.Defining u. = u0rn(Ax, A y)e (k.iiAx+k2jAy), and substituting for the
ij

variable u in the equation, we can simplify the difference equation to

or

or

r-1 - 2v
At

cos k1 Ax- 1 cos k2Ay-1
2 2(ix) (AY)

2vAt 2r= 1+ [(Ay) (cos k1Ax-1)+(Ax)2(cos k Ay-1)],
( x)2(A y)2A

For stability, I r J < 1 implies r < 1 or -1 < r. The former is

trivially satisfied, since 2vAt
2 2 > O.

(Ax) (Ay)

(Ax)2(Ay)22vAt <
2 2

[(Ax) +(Ay) I

The latter implies

VAt r, 2

2 2L(Ay) (cos
k1

Ax-1)+(Ax)2(cos k2
Ay-1)] < 1 .

(ax) (A y)

Since the maximum of the left-hand quantity occurs at

k1Lsx = k2 Ay = Tr, we arrive at one necessary condition for stability

2vAtr 2 2
L(Ax) +(Ay) < 1

(1x)2(A y)2
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n+ 1

1+2-j

n
3.4-..j

=V
1 n n n 1 , n n n

At
Ax()2 (3.+f)u.

3.+u. 1 -2u. 1 ,)+ ku. 1 +u 1 -u. 1.)
1.--zj HI.) (Ay)2

3.+f j+ 1 i-1-. ' j -1 1.-Fn



This condition is stated in Welch. et al.(1966) and provides an .upper

limit for At.

Let us ponder for a moment at this stability condition which is

symmetric in terms of Ax and Ay.

Theorem: For maximizing the time increment At relative to a

given mesh cell area A = (Ax)(Ay), the optimum condition for the

choices of Ax and Ay is Ax = Ay, subject to the stability Cri-

terion 1.

Proof: First, we define the time increment as a function of Ax and

Ay,
2 2(Ax) (Ay) A2 (Ax)2At(Ax, Ay) -

2 2 2v 4 22v[(Ax)+(Ay) ] (Ax) +A

To maximize At, we use differential calculus and observe that

d(At) A2 [A2 -(Ax)4 ]Ax n

d(Ax) v 4 2 2[(Ax) +A ]

implies Ax \TT and Ay = trA,

or Ax = Ay.

Consequently, we observe that allowing Ax = Ay = h is not merely

a special case; rather, it is the optimum condition.

Corollary: With Ax = Ay = h, Criterion 1 reduces to
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or

h4
<Tv-

Theorem: Without viscosity, the difference scheme is unstable.

Proof: If v = 0, then the equation is

au' aul Out
+ u + v--0,at o ax o ay

and the finite difference equation is

n+1 nu. i.-u. u
0 , n n , 0 , n

= ku. -uj). + tu. i-u. , 1 , 1Ax 11-1 Ay 1-1-n-i

u rnei(k1ib,x+k2jAy)Substituting u.. bylj 0

tain

r-1 u0 . k1Ax v0
k Ay

2= (-2 I sin
G

) 4- (-2. sin )
At Ax

k vu
1 0 k2Ayr = 1 - 2 it( sin + sin ) .Ax 2 Ay 2

With r* as the conjugate of r,

2 u0 k tx
v0 k2,6.y2 *iri = rr = 1 + 4(b,t) [sin + sin

Ax 2 Ay 2

is, in general, greater than or equal to 1 for all k1. and
k2.

Hence, without viscosity, the difference scheme is unstable.
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and simplifying, we ob-



2vh 2

u0
2

2vh2v
2

0At < min
2 2 2 2 2 2

u0+v02)(h22
2

u0+4v), (u0 +v0 )(h v +4v )
0

where h = Ax = Ay.

Proof: First, starting with the linearized equation

2 2uau' au' a, a ul a ut+ u08 + v0 = + 2 )at x ay

with the finite-difference analog

n+1 nu. 1.-u. u
3.+v 0 n. n, , n n

+
At Ax

ln n n[ xi- n n ,
+ v (u. 3 +U. 1 -2u.. 1, .)+

1
u.. 1 +u. 1 . -2u. 1 .) ,

2 1+-2-3 1--i j :.+-i j 2 3.1-.. j+1 1.1--i 3-1 I.+-2-3(Ax) (A Y)

i(k1 ib,x+k2 jAy)
rneand substituting u.. by u

0

8x ay

51

We note that Fromm (1964) arrived at the same conclusion for the

vorticity equation. Terry (1968) experienced the instability in his

numerical studies of the confined two-material calculations; it is be-

lieved, however, that by choosing very small At, the numerical

scheme may still be stable.

Criterion 2: For the linearized Navier-Stokes difference equations,

a stability criterion is



we can simplify the difference equation to the following:

r- 1 0 k1 tix v0
k2Ly cos klAx- 1 cos k2 Ay-1

. .- - 2 i( sin sin ) + 2v[ 2 3 'At - Ax 2 Gy 2 (Ax)2 (AY)

and

cosk .6x-1
+2vAt[

cos k A -1
1-1\

2
+

2

2(Ax) (A y)

1.1 k1 Ax v0 k2 Ay
0 . .

2At [---A sin + sin
x 2 Ay 2

Secondly, for stability, we require
2

11°1 < 1. To derive a
2

stability criterion, we shall find the maximum value of I r I with

respect to k1
and k2°

Suppose Ax = Ay = h. We now have

2 4vAt 2k 1h2 k2h 2

In = [1- 2 (sin 2 +sin

h2

k h k2
h 2

4(At)2 1

(u0 sin v0
sin )

2 2

Since maximizing I r I
2 with respect to k1

and k is equivalent
2

k2h
to maximizing the quantity with respect to sin kill

2
and sin

2

we define a new functional f such that

2 222
f(x, y) = r I = [1-a(x +y )] + p(u0 x+v0y)2

klh k2h4v At 4(At)2where = v = X = sin and y = sin
h2 h2

2 2
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The domain of this functional is the unit square, and the existence of

a maximum is assured, since a continuous function with a compact

domain always attains its maximum.

Thirdly, to find the maximum value of f, we merely apply

the ordinary differential calculus technique, i. e. , solve the system

aaxf 0 and af 0 for critical points, and check for maxima by
ay

the second derivative test at these critical points.

of
Ox= - 4ax[1-o.(x2+y2)] + 213110(u0x+v0y),

and, similarly,

af
a, r

+2

2

ay YL "a(x Y. )1= - 4 + 213v0 (u0 x+v0 y)

af af
By = 0 and = 0, we obtain one condition vox = uoy,

provided we eliminate the various special cases such as x = 0,

y = 0, 110 = 0, vo = 0, or uox + voy = 0. The derived condition

is now used to simplify even further our task of maximiz-

ing the functional f, for it can be expressed in terms of only one

variable T where T = x2:



f(x, y) = [1-a(x2+y2)]2 + 13(u0x+v0
y)2

2

= [1-a.(x2+-0x2)]2 +p(u0 x+ v0
-0x)2

2

110
uo

22
2 2

u +v 2 a2 224
= 1 + 020

r1-'R(ti

+v ) 2a1 x (uo +vo )x
U0

0

u 22
0 0 2 2 a2 2 2 2

2
= 1 + [13(u0+v0) - 2a] T + +vo )T

0 uo

= F(T ).

Thus, we maximize F with respect to T:

22
dF(T ) u0 +v0 r 2 2 2a2 2 22

2 L13(uo+vo )-2al + (uo+vo) T
dT

110 0

and 222 2(uo +vo )d2F(T) 2a
> 0 ,

2 4
dT

u0

which indicates that all critical points are relative maxim

Next, end conditions T = 0 and T = 1 are to be checked for

the maximum value of the functional. For T = 0, F = 1 implies

the original difference scheme is trivially stable. On the other hand,

if T = 1, then we have
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2+v2u 2
F = 1 + 0

2

0
[P(u 2+v 2)-2a] + 2

u v
+ 2)2

0 0 u4 0 0 '
.110 0

For stability, F < 1 implies

(u
2

2) a 2
2 220+v 0 , 2 2

LP(u +v )- 2a] + (u +v ) < 0 .
2 0 0 4 0 0

u0 uo

Substituting for a and P by the original quantities and simplify-

ing, we obtain finally

A t < 2v

4v2
(u 2+v 2)(1+

0 0 2 2h uo

2vh2u 2

0

2 2 22 2

u0 +v0
)(h u0+4v )

In order to derive the other half of the conclusion for the cri-

terion, we need to start with the second Navier-Stokes equation,

av av av 1 ap a2v 82v+ u + v )at ax ay p ay ax2 ayL

and consider v as a sum of a constant v and a perturbed quan-

tity v' such that
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or

Lt <



= v0 + EvI,

where E << 1. With the linearized equation,

avi 8v°av° ,
2

a2v' a2vi--+u0---+v0---=v(at ax ay 2 1'
ax ay

along with the finite-difference analog about v.. 1,
13+-f

n+1 n
V0v 1-v. u , n n

At Ax i+n+-2- A y i.j+

, 1
(v +v

n
+ 1. . 1-2v.. 1)

( iAx)2

1-13+-z 13+-a-

1 n
(vn. 3 +v.. - 2v.. )1 ,

2
(A y)

v., by vornei[k1iAx+k2jAnwe substitute
13

Carry out the similar arithmetic as for the first part, we ob-

tam n the result
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2vh2v 2

0At
2 2 2 2 2

(u0 +v0 )(h v0 + v )

Lastly, combining the two parts, we derived an estimate for the

time increment and a stability criterion
22 222vh uo 2vh vo

At < min
2 2 2 '

+v0 )(h u0 +4v ) (uo+vo)(h2 vo+4v2 )
2 2

0

2 2 2



Corollary: If luo I > Ivo', then the stability criterion is

2vh2v 2

0At <
? 2 2 2 2(u
0
-+v0 )(h v0 +4v )

otherwise, the stability criterion is

2vh2u.
2

0At <
2 2 2 2 2(u0+v0)(h u0+4v )

Proof: Note the difference between the two values.

Corollary: Suppose luolz Iv01, h2u02<< 4v2, and h2v0 << 4v2.

Then Criterions 2 reduces to

h2
6't < 4;

which corresponds to Criterion 1.

Before we investigate the convergence problem of the MACE

difference scheme, we shall consider the complete Navier-Stokes

equations and study truncation error of the difference scheme.

Definition: Let f and g be two real-valued function defined on a

set S of the reals, and g is non-negative.

f(x) = 0(g(x)) for x E S
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means there exists a positive M such that

If(x)1 <M g(x)

for all x E S.

Theorem: The truncation error e for the general Navier-Stokes

equations with central differencing is as follows:

e = O(it) + 0 [(.6x)2] + 0[(A y)2]

provided u, v E C4(D), and p, p, p E C3(D) .

Proof: On account of the symmetry of the two components of the

Navier-Stokes equations, it is only necessary to demonstrate the

validity of this theorem for one component.

First, suppose a(x, y, t), Z-(x, y, t), ;(x, y, t), 11(x, y, t), and

p(x, y, t) constitute and exact solution to the Navier-Stokes equations:

_tau)+ a
(P

2 -Fa(puy) -22+ 2[-8( auat ax ay ax ax ax

58

au a av au

ay(1-1-67i)]+T)j1J(5TCW]+Pgx

_ap 2.2E au 9 a2u _a_2_ au a2u
Ox ax ax -tj 2 + ay ay + P 2

ax ay

a_E ay a2v
+ p
ay ax ayax pgx ,

where u, v E C4(D), and p, p, p E C3(D). The central difference

analog of the equation is as follows:



v, P, P) = (pu)11i++11i_(pu)i+Ii_At

(puv). , -(puv), .

2 u. 3 . 1 . (U. -U )1j 1-1--i3 13 1-1--a-3
(A x)

1-1. 1+-ij+1
14-.a-j+

1+13+-2-

Ay Ay Ax

(P. , , u.. 1-U V. , -v.
i+-2-j-E1+-Ej1.+-i3-1. 1+1j---2- ij--i-

+
Ay A y Ax /

ij -Pi+ 1 j
+ p. .g +x A x

-

where all terms without superscripts are assumed to be evaluated at

the n-th time cycle.

.Secondly, denoting any variable z(1, jA y, nAt) by z. ,

even for non-integers i, j, and n, we apply Taylor's series ex-

pansion with remainder to all variables about ( jay, nat).

Whenever a quantity is evaluated about that point of expansion, all

super- or subscripts are dropped. Hence, we have the following ex-

pansion as examples:

(pu2)..-(pu2). .

Ax
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(Pii)ni++Ili = 7 5* a' + A t

2 2.-, 3 4 4-
=1-1. A,Tail+ (Ay) 3 u+ (Ay) a u+ (Ay) la u.)

7-1. i.
1+-2-3- 7 ay 2 2 6

ay3
24 ' 4 1ay ay

i+-a-j-T2

2- 37 74 ( tsx 1 taxl2a p 1 tAx13(2.2-1
iY+ 1 j Y 2 jax 2' 2 1 2C 2 ' ' 3 1 1

ax ax
i+2-1-T3j

11-1-1J+I
(Axi a'N1+(4y)av+1. tAx,12 a v+2(Ax\rely a v lAyi2dv

2 lax 2 8y 2 2 ax2 2 2 axay ' 2 a y2

3- 3, 3,,

+16 [(Az__x)3-8v3+3(A2x)2(2y) a2v + 3(Ax)(Ay)2
a v Ay3av

3

+ )
2 2ax ax 8y 8x8y 8y

4- 4- 4-[1 Ax 4 a v ,ax 3 Ay a v Ax 2 Ay 2 a v() ---+4() ) +6(
2ax4 2 2 ax38y ax28y224 2

4- 4-
+ 4(Ay3 a v Ay 4 a v

3 + (-2) 412 2) axay ay i+-f -FT431-T5

where TT2 are some numbers between 0 and 1, and T3'
1

T4, T5 are between 0 and - . The rest of the variables in the
2

difference equation are expanded similarly.

Thirdly, substituting the expansions into the difference equation

and re-grouping, we have the following:
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4-

6.,,-...,( 02 820,3,5.) n+T1

at 2 ( at )i+-ii '



/(11, V, p, 1.1 p) = [arsTil+ a (i5t12)
at ax + ay

are between

2_ 2,J. 8 p, a u
ax

a -13.' 2 api a a 82-
-87-c auax ax2 ay ay

3 3 _,-2a (pu (a (p3u ))

ax3 ax i+4+02j

3,4,-4- ,a u,[
1 1

3 ax 3

a: a u1 a u)
+ (P-4- i ax

- ---1 7 t li 4 1 1
,.+---(1)43

L - ax i.+_2_.+33 ax

[aia3i)
3,

p au , a p
Lax( 3

+
. .1

ax /4+4 ax
) j ax3

1+1-4)63

L[i a u ( a v
. .96ax3ay 1+-2-F033+04 ax ay

4-.., 4-a v a v
( +( )

ax ay i+e7i-e8 ax+-2- ay i+-1-3 1

Ts' (--j.)
j+

1 [a p
ax i-I--z+O ax i+-2--0

a p
1 li

11 -123

3r)2 [ (6 y)5 [.

air a 3'siv
24 8y 31 ax
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where all Vs are some numbers between 0 and 1, and all 9's

1and . Using the fact that satisfy the

Navier-Stokes equation, we observe that the first bracketed expres-

sion vanishes and obtain the following:

2-_a u av 2_v At 2(5,11)

P
y2

ay ax Payax Pgx 2 2 )
at



f(u,v,p,p,p) K (At) + K1(Ax)2 K2(Ay)2 + K3.
3

Here,
K0'

K
K2

are combinations of continuous partial derivative

of the variables and, hence, bounded; K3
denotes the remaining

terms involving Ax and Ay of order greater than two, but less

than five, and is also bounded. As At, Ax, Ay approach zero,

v, p, , --70(A,t) +0 [(Ax)2] 0{(Ls )021

which is the truncation error of the difference scheme, since the

second component of the Navier-Stokes equations would yield the

same error.

MACE Algorithm

We now turn to the most important question as to whether or

not the numerical solution indeed converges to the exact solution of

the partial differential system under the MACE code. As presented

in Chapter III, The Navier-Stokes equations, the incompressibility

condition, and the continuity relation are combined into one "Poisson"

equation for pressure relaxation. Hence, the key step in MACE is

the iterative process to relax the "Poisson" equation. For the re-

mainder of this chapter, we prove a stability theorem for the "Pois-

son" equation and prove a theorem on the behavior of lp..-p(iAx, jAy)l,

as the mesh is refined for a fixed value of m cycles in the nth
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and

and

about

a 8v...8 av_ 8,181318n
3y at - at ay ay' p ay ' ay

where p e C1 (D), p, CI) E C2(D), and u, v E C3(D). Adding these

equations and applying the continuity relation, we obtain

8 1 8p 8 1 8p
) + ) =ax p 8x 8y p ay

where (.0 2-1 . The last equation can be finite-differenced
8x 8y

as follows:

av ap
at ay +

where y and r include all the rest of the terms in the respective

equations. Differentiating the first equation with respect to x and

the second with respect to y, we have

8 8u 8 au 3 1 8p 1.

Ox at - at ax ax`f--; Ox' 'Ox
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time cycle.

The first step is to recover the "Poisson" equation in the par-

tial differential form. The Navier-Stokes equations are written in

the simplified form:

8u1 ap=
at p 8x



1Pi+ 1 j-Pij Pij-Pi- lj 1
+

,1. 1. 21-n (ay)

This equation was derived more explicitly in Chapter III and can be

written as the "Poisson" equation:

For pressure relaxation, the new value of p.. is calculated accord-

ing to the above equation; hence, the above equation should actually

be as follows:

m+1 (1)m xnp.. = B.. p. )mpm. + B.(4. )m pm m.. +A..
13 1+13 13 1-13 ij 13+1 13 13-1 13

where A and B's remain constant during each relaxation cycle.

It is important to note that the superscript m is not to be confused

with the time cycle n, for m merely designates the iterative

cycle under pressure relaxation within a time cycle.

Lemma 1: Suppose p E C4(D). The truncation error of the "Pois-

son" equation in Ot(Ax)21 + 0[(Ay)2].

The proof of this lemma is identical to a similar theorem in the pre-

ceding section.

Lemma 2: Within each pre s sure relaxation cycle for each mech cell i-j,

p..
1)

(1)B., p. .
13 1+1)

(2)+ B., p.
13 1- 1j

(3)+ B.. p..
13 13+1

(4)
.
1j

p..
13- 1

+ A..
3,3



stable.

Proof: Suppose pl is a perturbation about a solution 130 to the

"Poisson" differential equation so that

P = PO + 6131

where E << 1. Substituting for P, we have

1(.1. aita
exPO' + ay

4

The proof of this lemma is immediate, if we take the definitions of

B's in Chapter III and carry out the sumxriation.

Theorem: For the "Poisson" equation, the difference scheme is

Since 130 is a solution to the "Poisson" equation, the "Poisson"

equation under perturbation is as follows:

a 1 a aia
p( TcP1) Typ(--W9 -=

which has the following finite-difference equivalent:

1m+ 1 (1)m Im (2)m 'm (3)m 'm (4)m 'm
p. = B. p. + B, p. .+ B. p. +B. p. .

ij 1+1j ij 1-1j ij 13+1

r alia al a n
ElaxpaxP11 ayp ayP
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m i(k i.Ax+k2jA y)
1mSetting p.. as por e

13

and

r
-ik Ax ik Ay (4)m --ik

y
( (2)m 1 (3)m 2 2AjeikAx+ B.. e + B.. e + B., e

ii 13 13

Since Lern.m.a 2 assures us that

From Lemma 1, we also have

4

1=1

< 1

implies that the difference scheme is stable.

Theorem: If the mesh is refined, then the solution of the finite-

difference "Poisson" equation converges to the exact solution of the

partial differential "Poisson" equation.

Proof: Let 1-5 (x, y) be the exact solution of the partial differential

"Poisson" equation and denote 13-(iAx, JAy). The finite-
].)

difference "Poisson" equation is

m+1 (Om m (2)m in (3)m in (4)m in
P..13

ij i+ j + Bij pi_ j +B.. p.. +B.. pij 1 + .= p

and simplifying, we have

j I
= 1
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m+1 B(l)mm
. p. .+ B(2)rnifi +B(3)mmn 14

+'
(4 )m_rn Am

lj 1+13 ij lj ij ij+ 1 + Pij- 1 ij

+ 0[(Ax)2] + 0[(,6y)2] .

Denoting the error E. = p. - p. , we subtract the above equations

and obtain

m+1 (1)mm (2 m (3)m m (4rn
E.. = B.. E. . + B.)m. E + B.. E.. +

B.)

. Em..
13 13 1+13 13 1- 13 13 13+1 13 13- 1

+ 0[(b,x)2] + 0[(Ay)2],

and

m+1 (Om,. m (2)m,, in (3)m in (4)m in
I +E1 < 113 . . .1 + HE. .1 (B.. Ile.. B..ij ij 1+13 13 1-13 13+1 13 13-1

+ 0[(x)2] + 0[(A y)2]

11E7;11 + o[(4102] + ()UAW] ,

67

where 11E7111.=max
j

By Lemma 2,

m+ 1 IC 1711 + o[(Ax)2) + okAy)2]

implies

11E1;1+1115._ liC °{(x)2] °{(6 y)2]



Therefore, for fixed m, the error of propogation is

E :11; < M[K (A x) 2+ K (A y)21

where
K1

and
K2

are some positive numbers. In other words,

JEI is bounded and tends to zero as the mesh cell is refined, i. e.

Ax, Ay' 0.

Corollary: For the homogeneous fluid, the "Poisson" equation is the

Poisson equation, and the finite-difference solution converges to the

partial differential solution if the mesh is refined.
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V. AN EXAMPLE

In this chapter, the MACE algorithm coupled with appropriate

boundary conditions are used to solve a simple example of two-layered

stratified fluid flow. Since the immediate objective is to test the al-

gorithm, a simple rectangular system is considered. After a brief

description of the system, codes used in the MACE method are pre-

sented. Next, a complete set of flow diagrams illustrating the logical

sequence of calculations by the MACE method is included. Finally,

outputs for the example are shown for four time cycles. A FORTRAN

IV program listing for this example can be found in Appendix II.

First, the rectangular system has a left inflow wall and an out-

flow opening on the right bottom. Inside the system, two incompres-

Bible, viscous, homogeneous fluids are placed with the less dense

fluid over the heavier fluid, and the upper fluid is open to the atmos-

phere. The difference between the densities of these two fluids is

small. Initially, fluids inside the system have equal depths and are

motionless. Then, at reference time t = 0, they are free to flow

under the influence of uniform inflow U. parallel to the horizon-
in

tal axis, and outflow velocity Uout.
The following dimensionless

values were used for the example, where subscripts 1 and 2 de-

note the upper and lower fluids respectively:
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The viscosities and the inflow were purposely chosen high enough so

as to show a more dramatic flow situation. The outputs of this ex-

ample are shown on p. 102.

Next, for the chosen geometry, a computational mesh is set up

consisting of an Eulerian mech of cells in two-dimensional Cartesian

coordinates. Each cell is, therefore, identified by the pair (i, j),

= 1, 2, ... ,I, and j = 1, 2, ... ,J. The complete mesh contains

I x J cells. We flag the cells as in the scheme of Welch et al.

(1966):

1. BND--cells falling outside the system boundaries and ad-

jacent to a boundary.

IN(20)--boundary cells defining an input wall

OUT (10)--boundary cells defining an output wall

FRSLP(35)--boundary cells defining a free-slip wall

NOSLP(30)--boundary cells defining a no-slip wall

EMPBND(90)--empty boundary cells never used, but

necessary for indexing

2. INTRR--cells in the interior of the system.

a. EMP(900)--cells containing no fluid

U. = 0.

p1
= 1.

8,

0,

Uout = 1. 0

p2
= 1. 1

N
= 0.

g =-1.

01,

0,

p z = O. 011

At = O. 01
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FULL(200)--cells full of fluid, but not adjacent to an

EMP cell

SUR(250)--free surface cells containing fluid and adja-

cent to an EMP cell

INTRFC(350)--cells capable of experiencing a density

change during the time cycle, and cells containing dif-

ferent fluids

CNTRBT(300)--cells which may contribute particles to

an interface cell; INTRFC cells are CNTRBT cells.

Marker particles are placed in cells; two types of particles are

used for the two fluids. The particles are flagged as follows:

AVAIL(1)--an available particle ready for use

INPUT(2)--a particle in an IN cell

REG(3)--a regular particle defining the fluid within the sys-

tem.

The above numerical codes in brackets are the designations

used in computer programming. In addition, a "+" sign is associated

with cells or particles of the lighter fluid, and a "-" sign is for the

heavier fluid.

The diagram on the next page indicates the basic set-up of the

mesh system.

The following pages show a complete set of flow diagrams illus-

trating the logical sequence of calculations by the MACE method. A



j=

j= 1

i= 1

may be either NOSLP or FRSLP

Figure 6. Set-up of mesh system.
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symbol table is presented below to facilitate the understanding of the

charts:

Symbols Meaning

1, 2 upper and lower fluids respectively

131' 132
densities of the two fluids

viscosities of the two fluids
P P 2

A t time increment

Ax, A y dimensions of a mesh cell

gy
gravitational acceleration components

gx'

I, J number of cells in x and y directions

j dummy variables for cell designation

u.., v. velocity components for a cell

(1) (2)
K.. , K.. number of particles of each fluid in a cell

ii iLl

Pii cell density

cell pressure

N
cell viscosity

total number of particles

dummy variable for particle designation

xk, yk x and y coordinates of a particle

uk, vk velocity components of a particle

A, B, quantities for pressure relaxation



\Read in/
constant

param
eter

Boundary
conditions

First
cycle

Create and
de stroy
particles

if
Take care of
surface cells

Calculate
B, and A

for all cells

Advance to
new cycle

Any
changes in

densit

Calculate
new A-B for
cell and
neighbors

Reflag
all cells

Problem
set-up:
zero core,
cell and
particle set-up

Print-plot
control:
cell and
particle print;
particle plot

Yes

Fine pressure
iteration: 13
sweeps, check
error<0.0002

Yes

Crude pres-
sure iteration:
4 sweeps
check error

< 0. 0008

Figure 7. Master program MACE2.

Calculate
cell
velocities

Calculate
particle tra-
jectories for
contributing;
take note of
these cross-
ing boundar-
ies

Calculate
cell
velocities
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(START)

Read BND
geometr R ET URN)

Figure 8. Subroutine SETUP for problem set-up.
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Sweep through all particles:
Flag all particles AVAIL

xk = Yk = uk = vk = 0

Sweep through all cells:
u. = v. =0

11 11

V

Sweep through all cells:
p. = p. = p.' =K =I.( =0
ij ij 13 ij ij

Flag all cells EMP

Sweep through lower layer cells:
Place 4 particles in each cell
Flag all FULL (-)

Pij = P2; Ijij = P 2

Sweep through upper layer cells:
Place 4 particles in each cell
Flag cell FULL (+)

= Pi; = pi
13 ij

iSet= 0Bij
Flag all SUR.

pi
cells

r ND cells
BInitializeandpi.,Lf°

Designate locations for all
IN and REG particles



( START )
Sweep through
all BND
cells

=-
u. 1 =u. 1

1-2-2
ui+1._ :=

Yes

Yes

RETURN

V.1 =
1-i 12

U 1 , = -U 1
1-'2-1 1- -22

u. 1.= -u. 1
1+3) 1+3-2

= 0

Right

U
1j

= -U,
1+-2-

vIj+1 = vi- lj+t
U. 1 =V .3.Ij-

U 1. UI- -j out
u.r =U.

-

Ui+_211. =

V , =

vT.
--2-

Figure 9. Subroutine BOUNV for boundary velocities.
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Figure 9. Continued.
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( START

Time =
cycle .x.

( RETURN)

Figure 10. Subroutine PLOT for print-plot control.

Draw boundaries

Plot particles

Print cell variables:
1 2N.., K.., K u.., v.., p.. p p.

13 13 13 13 13 13' 13' 1j

Print particle variable:
K x vk' k' 'k' ults vk
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START)

Sweep throughl
all non-
AVAIL
particles

Flag cell
INTRFC

Flag all
neighboring
cells
CONTRB

Yes

Flag cell
Full 01

RETURN )
C_

Figure 11. Subroutine LOCATE for locate interface and contributing
cells (1).
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( START

Sweep
through all
INTRR, non-
EMP, non-
INTRFC cells

ferent
ypes of particle
in an adjacent

cell

No

Yes

Flag all
neighbors
CONTRB

Figure 12. Subroutine ADJCNT for locate interface and
contributing cells (2).
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Flag cell
Yes

INTRFC



Sweep through
all SUR cells

ight
cell EMP

Left
cell EMP

pper
cell EMP

More
SUR cells

Left
cell EMP

Right
cell EMP

Figure 13. Subroutine SURPRE for pressure for surface cells,
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Figure 13. Continued.



( START

Sweep through
all INTRR,
non-EMP,
non-SUR
cells

At 1 At 1 1C - ( + ) + ---2-(, +7---)
2(Ax) Pul Pu4 (Ay) Pvl "v4

(1) At 1 B2- 1B.. -
(Ax)2 Cpul' (Ax)2 Cpu4ij ij

B3- 2 Cp '
3

At 1
B

(4) At 1

3.3
.. .. -

(Ay) vi (Ay) Pv4

A..1) CAx so
1 [1 d

' u4 Pul AY Pv4 Pvl

No

( RETURN)

Figure 14. Subroutine AB for A and B.
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( START )
v.. 1+v. , r- r

2

Pij+ Pi+ lj 1+ i 1j-1
ul 2 ' Pu2

+ P. .13+1 1+13+1
u3 2 Pu

U. .+11. 1.1+1-3

114 = '2

= (11. .+ P + P .+ P V 4ij+1 1+1j lj+1

= Pi+ 1j- 1+Pi+ lj)/ 4

U. 1 .+ U. i.
.I.

vi 1+ v .
j+-i li+T

2

P. .+ P..1-13 1.)

2

u.. ..+-u
1+2-j 1+-2-j+

2

Pij+ Pij+1 i- 1 j+ Pi- lj+1
v Pv2 -2 ' 2'

Pi+ 1 j+ Pi+1)+1 .+ P.ij ij- 1
v3 - 2

, Pv4 - 2

v.. l+ v. 1 v. 1+ v.
1j-2- lj+T . 1,j+- 1j+ 2

2
, v4 - 2

= ( ij+ Il1 Iji+lj+Pi+lj+1)14
= (p . .+ p . +1.1 .+ p )/ 4

1- j 1-1j+ 1 ij ij+1

(CallRHOUV

Figure 15. Subroutine XIZ ETA for t and
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4. Pijr1 -Pi+1u4 RV1-RV2
i+i j = Pului+D + '6". Ax

+ Ay
2 i

+ 2 i ui+ ii(ui+ii- ui+ii)- p ii.(ui+D- ui_ij]
(Ax)

+ x i 1+ 1.-1- -73+1 j 1+1j+-1-- vij+-1.,
u. 1 v.

)Ay' Ay Ax
v. . V..

1+-1- j - 1 ) + p g)
Ay Ay Ax u x

_2 2

(Piiv3 - Pij+1v4 RU1- RU2
lj+-1 = pvlvij+t+ At Ay Ax+

2+ ip (v. - v )- p (v - v..)]
Z ij+1 ij-1

(AY)
. 1D-UZ i 1+- +1 1+j-i

V.
1+1J-1-2- 1j4-3-)

Ax 1 Ay Ax

Ii U. 1. , -U. 1. V.. 1- V. , ..L.
- V 1 -F1-V 1-7j 1,3+-27 11-.32

- ( ) 4 PVl '5)"gAX Ay AX

( RETURN )

Figure 15. Continued.
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RV1 = 0

RV2 = 0

RU1 = 0

RU2 = 0

( START

RV1 = Pu2u-

RV2 = p u.ul 1+13 2

RU1 = Pv2vi-li+1 1

RUZ = Pvivii+12--u2

RV1 = Pultii+DV1

RV2 pu3ui+ii+372

RU1 = Pvlvij+1-111

RU2 = p
v3 11-1j+-2- 2

RETURN
\-

Figure 16. Subroutine RHOUV for momentum transport terms.
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Sweep through
all cells

BND
cell

No

EMP
cell

SUR
cell

error
< allowabl

erro

EIVLPBN
cell

(1) (2) (3) (4
+= . p..

1+1 1+

Yes new olderr = max {err, I p. - p. p iigh}

Call
BNDPRE

( START )
Read in allowabl
error and num-
ber of cycle
between
convergenc
test

Yes

Yes

Figure 17. Subroutine PRSRLX for pressure iteration.
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( START )

Pij=Pij- 211ijAxUouti (AY)

Yes

Yes P=').= p. . - g p. .Ax
1-1- 11 x 11 Ax u. 1.- U.)1a_

88

BND

Figure 18. Subroutine BNDPRE for pressure of boundary cells.



( RETURN>

Figure 18. Continued.
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Figure 18. Continued.
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Figure 18. Continued.



( START

Sweep through
all EMP cells;
set
U.. = v.. =0

13 13

Sweep through
all SUR cells
and apply
image con-
ditions

Sweep through
all INTRR,
non-EMP
cells

Yes
(umber

y_ of EMP
eighbors

1 At(p.

--z-j

1 At ,

v.j - E. + (P P
ij-

9

Figure 19. Subroutine UVCELL for cell velocities.
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Calculate u,1., v..
13--s

Ay
V .. = v.. + (u. 1.-u.

13-2- A x i-F-i3 i-3
1 = lli+D+ 1 =
-2-i+ I

Calculate u. 1.,
1-V

U. = -U. 1.;
1+V
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=U. 1.;
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= V ;

(Three
(top-left-

right)

Calculate v.. . v.. = v..13-i' 13+-2- 13- -2-
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V. 1 = V. 1; V. . = v. 1
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1-l3+3 13+3- 1- 13-3- i3--

Figure 19. Continued.
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Figure 20. Subroutine TRAJ for particle trajectories.
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Figure 20. Continued.
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START )
Flag no
change

Calculate new A
and B for four
neighbors

Flag density
change

More
cells

10..p + K2 pnew ij 1 ij 2

ij 1 2K..+ K..
13 13

RETURN)

Yes

96

Figure 21. Subroutine DENCHG for density change of interface cells.



( START )

Sweep through all
INTRR cells

SUR
cell

Cell
contains

article

One
EMP

neighbor

Right
cell EMP

Flag cell
FULL (±)

Yes

N/

Yes

5N/

Yes

ij= average

pressure of
four neighborl

Figure 22. Subroutine REFLAG to re-flag all cells.
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Figure 22, Continued.

Locate
INTRFC and
correspond-
ing CONTRB

ADJCNT

)
(Call

(RETURN)
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RETURN)

Figure 23. Subroutine VSCDNS for final viscosity and density.
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START )
Sweep through
all non-
AVAIL
particles

Yex Sweep through to
locate first
AVAIL particle
Create one
INPUT (+ ) par-
ticle in IN cell Yes

Figure 24. Subroutine CREATE to create and destroy
particles.

RETURN)
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Before the outputs are presented, it is necessary to mention the

mesh was chosen with a dimension of 18 cells by 20 cells, where the

cells are square with 0. 1 as the length of a side. Fourteen hundred

particles were reserved for the 360 cells. The computer program,

as presented in Appendix II, requires approximately 1, 000 FORTRAN

statements with a minimum computer capacity of 30, 000 storage

spaces. The problem was simulated on a digital computer Control

Data Corporation CDC-6600. The particle outputs representing the

fluid configurations for each time cycle was plotted on and photo-

graphed from a cathode-ray tube. The camera and cathode-ray tube

set-up is the Stromberg-Carlsen SC-4020 which provided movie-

frames exhibiting the various stages of the transient state of flow

patterns. The computer execution time was nearly eight minutes for

these frames.
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T = 0. 00

OOOO...................................

T = 0. 09

Figure 25. Example of two-layered stratified flow into a sink.
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Figure 25. Continued.

T = 0. 18

' ............................................... . .............................................................................................................................................................................. ..........................................................

T = 0. 30
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VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the MACE method has been developed as a tech-

nique to analyze time incompressible, viscous, laminar,

two-layered stratified fluid flow as governed by the general Navier-

Stokes equations. To substantiate this algorithm, stability and con-

vergence properties with the familiar numerical analysis are pre-

sented. The example involving two-layered stratified fluid flow with

inflow and outflow illustrates how the previously non-realizable solu-

tions of the general Navier-Stokes equations can be computed system-

atically through this algorithm. We summarize the potential and the

deficiencies of this code by mentioning some natural extensions as

well as difficulties and conclude the paper by stating some mathemat-

ical questions which need to be explored.

First, as all terms to the full Navier-Stokes equations are used,

approximations to the mathematical descriptions of stratified flow are

reduced to a minimum. However, approximations are involved in the

finite-difference scheme which result in truncation errors and round-

off errors. These errors can, theoretically, be made arbitrarily

small by refining the mesh, decreasing the tolerance errors, and ap-

plying, say, double precision arithmetic. One difficulty in the exact

specification of free surfaces; this problem requires further investi-

gation. The biggest task remaining is to eliminate the idealization of
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the existence of an interface with no diffusion across an actual transi-

tion zone between the discrete fluids. Consequently, simulations of

actual physical situations of engineering interests require more so-

phistication than the present scheme affords.

Next, the natural extension of the MACE code from the two-

layered to the multi-layered set-up should not be difficult. This

multi-layered concept is desired for simulating a continuous distribu-

tion more closely. The handling of obstacles introduced into the flow

region requires additional boundary conditions; however, most de-

rived boundary conditions can be used directly. It is foreseen that

the programming codes would become more complex and lengthy with

added features and layers. Besides the multi-layered stratified

flows, continuum density stratification is another extension. With a

density variation in the shape of a hyperbolic tangent curve, Mercier

968) has obtained some exciting results with a version of the MAC

method. The MACE method can be adapted to cylindrical coordinates;

Harlow and Shannon (1967) have already simulated one example in-

volving the splash of a liquid drop, using the MAC method.

We have striven to check the analyticity of the variables involved

in stratified fluid flows and, even more basically, the validity of the

Navier-Stokes equations themselves. It is suggested that the MACE

method be used to check existing experimental and analytical results

relative to limiting parameters such as Reynold's number and Froude
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number. This proposed investigation involves the deduction of the

domain or regime of laminar flow, and therefore, limitations of the

Navier-Stokes equations. Continuations of these studies may lead to

discover whether or not all viscous, laminar fluid flow can be fully

described by the fundamental Navier-Stokes equations. Hence, the

MACE method opens a vast field of invetigations into stratified flows

with many rewarding research possibilities.

At the close of this paper, we mention that mathematical analy-

sis of stratified flows is virtually untouched. By using functional

analysis, Ladyzhenskaya (1963) has discovered and presented numer-

ous impressive results in regards to existence and uniqueness of so-

lutions to the Navier-Stokes equations with various boundary condi-

tions, but only for the homogeneous fluid. One problem still unsolved

from a rigorous mathematical viewpoint is that in the "limit," wheth-

er or not the discrete-layered fluid approaches the continuum density

stratified fluid.
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Appendix I. Notation

Vector terminology (Hildebrand, 1962) is used throughout the

paper, and a vector quantity is distinguished by an overscore above

that quantity. All symbols are defined locally as they arise, but the

following list contains those which are used globally. For codes in-

volved in programming, symbol tables are provided in Chapter V and

in the listing in Appendix II.

Symbol Meaning

A.., B.. quantities needed for pressure relaxation
13 13

C(D) differentiable functional space over a domain D see

p. 8).

time increment

dimensions of a mesh cell

exact solution of a partial differential equation

Froude number

vector of external force
.th

vector component of external force

gravitational acceleration vector

components of gravitational acceleration in rectangular

Cartesian coordinates along x and y axes respectively.

length of a side of a square mesh cell

111

Nr:T

At

Ax, Ay

F.
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unit vectors along x and y axes respectively

differential operator

Li difference operator

wave number for a Fourier component

m, n Lagrangian Cartesian coordinate axes defined by the

fluid interface

unit vectors along m and n axes respectively

numerical solution to a difference equation

viscosity

kinematic viscosity

-6 vorticity

pressure of fluid

exact solution of a difference equation

13' perturbation for pressure

critical discharge

growth rate of a Fourier component

r* complex conjugate of r

time variable

TT , etc. components of stress in rectangular Cartesian coor-xx y

dinates

Tnn, Tam, etc. components of stress in Lagrangian Cartesian coor-

dinates

UI
.th component of velocity vector
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u, v velocity components in the x and y directions respec-

tively

U. , U inflow and outflowin out

U', v' perturbations for the velocity components

velocity vector
.thx, spatial Cartesian coordinates

X. Bernoulli's quantity

x, y Cartesian coordinates in two dimensions



Appendix IL FORTRAN IV Program Listing for the
Example
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PROGRAM MACE2(INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE 96,TAPE 99)
PROGRAM EXTENDS MAC METHOD, HANDLES TWU-LAYER STRATIFLED RESERVoIR
COMMON/TVPOOL/XMINIXMAX,YMIN,YMAX,TXMIN,TXMAX,TYMIN,TYMAX
COMMON/TVGUIDE/TMODE,TEXT,ITV
COMMON/TVFACT/FACT
COMMON/TVTUNE/LPEN,LPEF,ITAL,TWINK,INT5,1RT,IUP
COMMON NCELL,ICELE,JCELL,CU,CV,CRHO,CPRES,NPART,KTOTAL,PA,PY,PO,PV
COMMON KCELL1,KCELL2,RH01,RH02,EMU1tFMU2,CMO,X1,LETA
COMMON DELTAT,DELTAX,DELTAY,GX,GY,UINDOUUT,A,6
DIMENSION NCELL(20,18),CU(21019),CV(21,19),CRHO(2(,18),CMO(20,1d),
1CPRES(20,18),NFART(1400),PX(1400),PY(1400).PV(1400),PO(1400),
2KCELL1(20,18),KCELL2(20,18),A(20,18),6(4,20.18)
30(I(20,18),ZETA(20,18)

SYMBOLS MEANING
NCELL CELL FLAG

10 OUT
20 IN

30 NOSLP
35 FRSLP
90 EMPBND

200 FULL
250 SUR
300 CONTRB
350 INTRFC(- MEANS DENSITY CHANGE)
900 EMP
ICELL,JCELL NUMBER OF CELLS IN X AND Y DIRECTIONS

CELL VELOCITY COMPONENTS
CRHO CELL DENSITY
CMU CELL VISCOSITY
CPRES CELL PRESSURE
NPART PARTICLE FLAG

1 AVAIL
2 INPUT
3 REG

KTOTAL TOTAL NUMBER OF PARTICLES
PX,PY X AND y COORDINATES FOR PARTICLE
PU,PV VELOCITY COMPONENTS FOR PARTICLE
KCELL1,KCELL2 NUMBER OF PARTICLES OF EACH FLUID IN CELL

FLUID I
FLUID 2

RHO1tRHO2 DENSITIES OF FLUIDS
FMU1,FMU2 VISCOSITIES OF FLUIDS
DELTAT TIME INCREMENT
DELTAX,DELTAY DIMENSION OF CELL
GX9GY GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION COMPONENTS
UIN,UOUT INFLOW AND OUTFLOW VELOCITIES
A,B,XI,ZETA QUANTITIES FOR PRESSURE RELAXATION
READ 1000,J1,J2tICELL,JCELL,KTOTAL,GX,GY, TFINAL,XM1N,YMIN,XMAX,
1YMAX,NDTPLT,MDTPRTINUMBER

1000 FORMAT(5I5,7F5.2.315)
READ 2000,UIN,UOUTIRH01,RH02,FMU1tFMU2,DELTAT,DELTAXrDELTAY

2000 FORMAT(9F8.4)
READ 3000,ERROR1,ERROR2,ITESTIIITEST2,M,N

3000 FORMAT(2F15.8,4I5)
CALL SETUP(J1,J2)
CALL BOUNV
NCYCLE.1

20 CALL PLOT(T,NCYCLE,NDTPLT,MDTPRT,N,M)
IF (T.GT.TF/NAL)999.29

29 IF (NcYCLE.E0.1) 30,25
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30 CALL LOCATE
GO TO 40

25 CALL CREATE(J1,J2)
40 CALL SURPRE

CALL AB
50 CALL PRSRLX(ERROR1,1TEST1)

LL =I

CALL UVCELL
CALL TRAJ(LL)
CALL DENCHG(NO)
IF (NO.LT.0) 200,51

51 CALL NEWAB
GO TO 50

200 CALL PRSRLX(ERROR2sITES12)
LL=2
CALL UVCELL
CALL TRAJ(LL)
CALL REFLAG
CALL VSCDNS
NCYCLE=NCYCLE+1
GO TO 20

999 CALL TVEND
STOP
END
SUBROUTINE SETUP(J1,J2)

Cl ROUTINE GIVES INITIAL SET UP OF ALL CELLS WITH PARTICLES
COMMON NCELL'ICELL,JCELL,CU,CV.CRHO,CPRES.M4ART.KTUTAL.PX.PY,PU,PV
COMMON KCELL1,KCELL2.RHO1.RH02.FMU1tFMU2.CMU,X1.LETA
COMMON DELTAT,DELTAX,DELTAY.GX,GY,U1N.UOUT.A.0
DIMENSION NCELL(20,18).CU(21.19),CV(21,19).CRHO(20.10).OMU(20.1*).

1CPRES(20.18),NPART(1400),PX(1400),PY(1400),PV(1400).P01400).
2KCELL1(20,18),KCELL2(20,18),A(20.18).8(4.20.16)
3,XI(20.18),ZETA(20,18)
DO 1 KK=1,KTOTAL
NPART(KK)=1
PX(KK)=0.
PY(KK)=0.
PU(KK)=0.
PV(KK)=0.

1 CONTINUE
JJP1=JCELL+1
IIP1=ICELL+1
DO 2 JJ=1,JJP1
DO 2 II=1,IIP1
CU(II,JJ)=0.

2 CV(II,JJ)=0.
DO 3 JJ=1,JCELL
DO 3 II=1.ICELL
XI(II.JJ)=0.
ZETA(II.JJ)=0.
A(II.JJ)=0.
CRHO(II*JJ)=0.
CMU(II,JJ)=0.
CPRES(II,JJ)=0.
NCELL(III1JJ)=900
KCELL1(II,JJ)=0
KCELL2(II,JJ)=0

3 CONTINUE
IIM1=ICELL-1
J2P1=J2+1
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DO 4 JJ=2,J2P1
DO 4 II=20IM1
KCELL2(IIIJJ)=4
NCELL(II,JJ)=-200
CRHO(II,JJ)=RHO2

4 CMU(II,JJ)=FMU2
J2P2=J2+2
JIN=J1+J2+1
DO 5 JJ=J2P21JIN
DO 5 II=2,IIM1
KCELL1(II,JJ)=4
NCELL(II,JJ)= 200
CRHO(II,JJ)=RHO1

5 CMU(II,JJ)=FMU1
DO 6 LL=1,4
DO 6 JJ=1,JCELL
DO 6 II=1,ICEUL

6 B(LLsII,JJ)=0.
DO 7 II=2,IIM1
NCELL(II,JIN)=250
CRHO(II01)=CRHO(II,2)

7 CMU(II,1)=CMU(II,21
DO 8 JJ=1,JCELL
CRHO(1,JJ)=CRHO(2,JJ)
CMU(1,JJ)=CMU(2+JJ)
CRHO(ICELLsJJ)=CRHO(IIM1,JJ)
CMU(ICELL0JJ)=CMU(IIM1+JJ1

8 CONTINUE
IEND=2*ICELL-3
JEND=2*(J1+J2)
DO 10 JJ=1IJEND
DO 10 II=1,IEND
K=(JJ-1)*IEND+II
SI=II
SJ=JJ
PX(K)=DELTAX*(1.+2.*SI)/4.
PY(K)=DELTAY*(38+2.*SJ)/4.
IF (JJ.GT.(J2*2)) 12,13

13 IF (II.GT41) 14,15
15 NPART(K)=-2

GO TO 10
14 NPART(K)=-3

GO TO 10
12 IF (II.GT.1) 16.17
17 NPART(K)=2

GO TO 10
16 NPART(K)=3
10 CONTINUE

READ 4000,(NCELL(1,JJ),JJ=1,JCELL)
READ 4000,(NCELL(II,JCELL),II=20IIM1)
READ 4000,(NCELL(ICELL,JJ),JJ=1,JCELL)
READ 4000,(NCELL(II,1),II=2,IIM1)

4000 FORMAT(40I2)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE BOUNV

C2 ROUTINE USES BOUNDARY CONDITIONS TO FIND 60UNUARY VtLUCITIt:S
COMMON/TVPOOL/XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAA,TXMIN,TXMAX,TYMIN,TYMAA
COMMON/TVGUIDE/TMODE,TEXT,IJV
COMMON/TVFACT/FACT
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COMMON/TVTUNE/LPENILPEF,ITAL,TWINK,INTSIIRTtIOP
COMMON NCELL,ICELL,JCELL,CU,CV,CRHO,CPRES,NPART,KTUTAL,PA,PY,PU,PV
COMMON KCELL19KCELL29RHO1oRH02,FMU19FMU2,CMU#X1pLETA
COMMON DELTAT,DELTAX,DELTAY,GX,GY,UIN,UOUT,Atb
DIMENSION NCELL(20,18),CU(21,19),CV(21,19)0CKHU(2091)ICHU(20,1d),

ICPRES120918),NPART(1400),PX(1400),PY(1400)0PV(1400),PUI1400),
2KCELL1(20,18),KCELL2(20,18),Al20,18),B14120,1b)
30(I(20,18),ZETA(20,18)
IM1=ICELL-1
IP1=ICELL+1

SUBROUTINE PLOT(TIME,NUMBER0NDTPLT,MDTPRT,NoM)
C3 ROUTINE CONTROLS PLOTTING AND PRINTING OF ALL QUANTITIES

COMMON/TVPOOL/XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAA,TXMINoTAMAX,TYMIN,TYMAX
COMMON/TVGUIDE/TMODE,TEXT,ITV

DO 100 II=2,IM1
IIP1=II+1
NOSLP=NCELL(II,1)-33

35 CV(II,1)=CV(II93) *ISIGN (1,NOSLP)
C0(II,1)=CU(II92) *ISIGN (19NUSLP)
CU(IIP1,1)=CU(IIP1,2) *ISIGN (19NOSLP)

99 CV(II92)=0.
100 CONTINUE

JP1=JCELL+1
JM1=JCELL-1
DO 200 1I=2,IM1
IIP1=II+1
NOSLP=NCELL(II,JCELL)-33

135 CV(II,JP1)=CV(II,JM1) *ISIGN (19NUSLP)
CU(II,JCELL)=CU(II,JM1) *1SIGN (1,NOSLP)
CU(IIP1oJCELL)=CU(II,JM1) *ISIGN (19NDSLP)

199 CV(II,JCELL)=0.
200 CONTINUE

DO 300 JJ=2#JM1
JJP1=JJ+1
IF (NCELL(1,JJ).EQ.20)2209230

220 CV(19JJ)=CV(2,JJ)
CV(19JJP1)=CV(2,JJP1)
CU(2,JJ)=UIN
CU(1,JJ)=CU(311JJ)
GO TO 300

230 NOSLP=NCELL(1,JJ)-33
235 CU(1,JJ)=CU(3,JJ) *ISIGN (19NOSLP)

CV(1,JJP1)=CV(2,JJP1) *ISIGN (19NUSLP)
CV(1,JJ)=CV(2,JJ) *ISIGN (1,NOSLP)

299 CU(29JJ)=0.
300 CONTINUE

DO 400 JJ=1,JM1
JJP1=JJ+1
IF (NCELL(ICELL,JJI.EG.10)310,330

310 CU(ICELL,JJ)=UOUT
CU(IP1,JJ)=CU(IM1,JJ)
GO TO 400

330 NOSLP=NCELL(ICELLIJJ)-33
335 CU(IP1,JJ)=CU(IM19JJ) *ISIGN (1,NOSLP)

CV(ICELL,JJP1I=CV(IM1,JJP1)*ISIGN (1,NOSLP)
CV(ICELL1JJ)=CV(IM1,JJ) *ISIGN (19NOSLP)

399 CWICELL,JJ)=0.
400 CONTINUE

RETURN
END
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COMMON/TVFACT/FACT
COMMON/TVTUNE/LPEN,LPEF,ITAL,TWINKsINTS,IRT,IUP
COMMON NCELL,ICELL,JCELL,CU,CV,CKHO,CPRES,NPARTIKTUTAL,PA,PY,PUIPV
COMMON KCELL1,KCELL2,RH01,RHO2IFMU1tEMU2sCMU,X1,LLTA
COMMON DELTAT,DELTAX,DELTAY,GX,GY,UINsUOUT4A0b
DIMENSION NCELL(20,18),CU(21,19),CV(21,19),CRHU(20,1b),CMU(20,1b),

1CPRES(20,18),NPART(1400),PX(1400),PYt1400),PV(1400),PU(1400),
2KCELL1(20,18),KCELL2(20,18),A(20,18)03(4420,16)
3,X1(20,18),ZETA(20,18)
DIMENSION XP(2),YP(2),XA(1400),YA(1400)
TIME=DELTAT*NUMBER
N=N+1
M=M+1
IF (M.NE.MDTPRT) 10,11

11 PRINT 1000,NUMBER
PRINT 1000,((KCELL1(I,J),KCELL2(I,J),I=1,ICtLL),J=1,JCtLL)

1000 FORMAT(10(I8,I3))
M=0

10 IF (NoNE.NDTPLT) 999,12
12 XP(1)=0.1

XP(2)=1.9
YP(1)=0.1
YP(2)=0.1
TEXT=0.1
CALL TVPLOT(XP,YPIP2)
XP(1)=1,9
YP(1)=0.3
YP(2)=1.7
CALL TVPLOT(XPIIYP,2)
XP(1)=0.1
XP(2)=0,1
YP(1)=1.3
CALL TVPLOT(XPtYP,2)
YP(1)=1.7
XP(2)=1.9
CALL TVPLOT(XP,YP,2)
TFXT=1.0
WRITE (98.700) TIME

700 FORMAT(4HT = ,F6.3)
CALL TVLTR(824,0,72.0,0,3)
LC=0
DO 251 K=1,KTOTAL
IF (NPART(K).EG).1) GO TO 251
LC=LC+1
XA(LC)=PX(K)
YA(LC)=PY(K)

251 CONTINUE
CALL TVPLOT(XA,YA0LC)
LC=0
DO 252 K=1,KTOTAL
IF (NPART(K).EQ.1.0R.NPART(K).GE.0) GO TO 252
LC=LC+1
XA(LC)=PX(K)
YA(LC)=PY(K)

252 CONTINUE
DO 253 NPLOT=1,4
CALL TVPLOT(XA,YA,LC)

253 CONTINUE
CALL TVNEXT
N=0
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999 RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE CREATE(J1,J2)

C4 ROUTINE CREATES AND DESTROYS PARTICLES
COMMON/TVPOOL/XMINtXMAXtYMINtYMAX,TXMINOXMAX,TYM104,TYMAX
COMMON/TVGUIDE/TMUDEtTEXTtITV
COMMON/TVFACT/FACT
COMMON/TVTUNE/LPENtLPEFtITAL,TWINKtINTIRTtIUP
COMMON NCELLtICELL,JCELL,CUtCV,CRHOtCPREStNPART,KTOTAL,PX1RY,PO,PV
COMMON KCELL1,KCELL2tRHOltRI-1020FMUltEMO2tCMUtXI,ZETA
COMMON DELTAT,DELTAX,DELTAY,GX,GY,UINtUOOTtAtb
DIMENSION NCELL(20,18)1CU(21,19),CV(21,19),CRHO(20,18),CMU(20.1d),
1CPRES(20,18),NPART(1400),PX(1400),PY(1400),PV(1400),PU(1400),
2KCELL1(20,18),KCELL2(20,18),A(20,18),B(4t20918)
3,XI(20,16)1ZETA(20,18)
DO 10 KK=1,KTOTAL
IF (IABS(NPART(KK))-2)10,11,12

11 I=PX(KK)/DELTAX+1.
IF (I.E0.2)13,10

13 NPART(KK)=ISIGN(30PART(KK))
J=PY(KK)/DELTAY+1.
IF (NCELL(1,J).E0.20) 20,21

20 X=PX(KK)-0.5*DELTAX
Y=PY(KK)
GO TO 24

21 X=PX(KK)-0.5*DELTAX
Y=PY(KK)-PV(KK)*DELTAT

24 DO 30 KKK=1,KTOTAL
IF (NPART(KKK).EQ.1)2,40

2 PX(KKK)=X
PY(KKK)=Y
IF (PY(KKK).L.E.(DELTAY*(1.+FLUAT(J2)))) 3,4

3 NPART(KKK)=-2
GO TO 10

4 NPART(KKK)=2
GO TO 10

40 IF (KKK.EQ.KTOTAL) 41,30
41 PRINT 1000

1000 FORMAT(23H NO AVAILABLE PARTICLE )

30 CONTINUE
GO TO 10

12 I=PX(KK)/DELTAX+1.
J=PY(KK)/DELTAY+1.

22 IF (NCELL(ItJ).EQ.10) 50,10
50 NPART(KK)=1

PX(KK)=0.
PY(KK)=0.
PU(KK)=0.
PV(KK)=0.

10 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE REFLAG

C5 ROUTINE FLAGS ALL CELLS AFTER ONE TIME CYCLE
COMMON/TVPOOL/XMINtXMAXtYMINtYMAX,TXMINtTKMAX,TYMINtTYMAX
COMMON/TVGUIDE/TMODEtTEXTtITV
COMMON/TVFACT/FACT
COMMON/TVTUNE/LPENtLPEFtITALtTWINKtINTStIRT,IUR
COMMON NCELLtICELL,JCELL,CU,CV,CRHOtCPREStNPART,KTUTALtPX,PY,PUtRV
COMMON KCELL1,KCELL2tRH01tRH02tFMU1tFMU2tCMUtXItZETA
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COMMON DELTAT,DELTAX9DELTAY,6X9GY,U1N9U0UT9A90
DIMENSION NCELL(20918)9CU(21919)9CV(21919)9CRHO(20,18)9CMU(20010)9
1CPRES(20918)9NPART(1400),PX(1400)9PY(140C),PV(1400)9PU(1400)9
2KCELL1(20918)3KCELL2(20918)9A(20918)98(41L0918)
3,X1(20918),ZETA(20918)
DIMENSION SUMU(20918)9SUMV(20,18)
DO 6 JJ=19JCELL
DO 6 II=19ICELL
SUMU(II,JJ)=0.

6 SUMV(II0JJ)=0.
DO 10 K=1,KTOTAL
IF (NPART(K).E6.1) 10911

11 1=PXIKI/DELTAX+1.
J=PY(K)/DELTAY+1.
SUMU(19J)=SUMU(19J)+PU(K)
SOMV(19J)=SUMV(I9J)+PV(K)

10 CONTINUE
IM1=ICELL-1
JM1=JCELL-1
DO 20 JJ=29JM1
DO 20 II=2,IM1
IIP1=II+1
IIM1=II-1
JJP1=JJ+1
JJM1=JJ-1
N=NCELL(II9JJ)
KUP=KCELL1(II,JJP1)+KCELL2(II9JJP1)
KDOWN=KCELL1(II,JJM1)+KCELL2(IIIJJM1)
KRIGHT=KCELLI(IIP19JJ)+KCELL2(IIPI,JJ)
KLEFT=KCELL1(IIM19JJ)+KCEL62(IIM1,JJ)
K=KCELL1(II9JJ)+KCELL2(II,JJ)
IF (N9EQ9250) 250,249

250 IF (K.NE.0) 248912
12 NCELL(II9JJ)=900

CPRES(II9JJ)=0.
IF (KRIGHT9E0.0) 13914

13 CU(IIP19JJ)=0.
14 IF (KLEFT.E090) 15916
15 CU(II9JJ)=0.
16 IF (KUP9EQ90) 17918
17 CV(II9JJP1)=0.
18 IF (KDOWN.EQ.0) 19920
19 CV(II9JJ)=0.

GO TO 20
248 DO 3 J=JJM19JJP1

D03 I=IIM19IIP1
IF II.EQ.1.0R.I.EO.ICELL9OR.J.EU.190R.J.Eu.JCLL.L.OR6(1A05(1II)
1+IABS(JJJ)).NE.1) 394

4 IF (CKCELL1(19J)+KCELL2(19J)).b.Q.0) 2003
3 CONTINUE

IF (KCELL1(II,JJ).EQ90) 246,247
247 NCELLII-LtjJ)=200

GO TO 245
246 NCELL(II9JJ)=-200
245 CPPES(II,JJ)=(CPRES(IIP19JJ)+CPRES(IIM19JJ)+CPRES(II9JJP1)+CPRLS

1(IIIIJJM1))/4.
GO TO 20

249 IF (N.F0.900) 900,243
900 CPRES(II9JJ)=0.

IF (K.0.0) 20921
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21 NCELL(II9JJ)=250
U=SU1U(II9JJ)/FLOAT(K)
V=SUMV(II,JJ)/FLOAT(K)
IF (KRIGHT.E0.0) 22,23

22 CU(IIP19JJ)=U
23 IF (KLEFT9E090) 24925
24 CV(II9jJ)=V
25 IF (KUP,E0.0) 26920
26 CV(II9JJP1)=V

GO TO 20
243 DO 2 J=JJM19JJP1

DO 2 I=IIM19IIP1
IF (I.EQ.190R.I.E0.ICELL9OR.J.EU.190R.J.t.J9JCLI.L90R0(1AbSlI-11)
1+IABS(JJJ))9NE.1) 297

7 IF NKCELL1(19J)+KCELL2(19.1)).EO.0) 242,2
2 CONTINUE

IF (KCELL1(II,JJ)9EQ90.0R.KCELL2(II9JJ).Lk.4.0) 30,20

30 IF (KCELL1(II9JJ)9EQ90) 31932
31 NCELL(II9JJ)=-200

GO TO 20
32 NCELL(II9JJ)=200

GO TO 20
242 NCELL(II,JJ)=250
20 CONTINUE

DO 40 JJ=2,JM1
DO 40 11=291M1
N=NCELL(II9JJ)
IF (N.E0.250.0R.N.E0.900) 40941

41 IF (KCELL1(I19JJ)9E090.0R.KCELL2(11pJJ).LU.0) 4018
8 NCELL(II9JJ)=350

IIM1=II-1
IIP1=II+1
JJM1=JJ-1
JJP1=JJ+1
DO 240 J=JJM19JJP1
DO 240 I=11M1911P1
IF (I.E0.II.AND.J.E09JJ.OR919E0.1.0R.I.E0.10ELL.OR9JecU91.0R.J.LU.

1JCELL90R9IABS(NCELL(19J)).E0.350) 2400
9 NCELL(19J)=ISIGN(3009NCELL(19J))

240 CONTINUE
40 CONTINUE

CALL ADJCNT
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE ADJCNT

Co ROUTINE LOCATES INTRFC AND CORRESPONUING CONTI:0i CLLLS FON AOJACLNT

COMMON/TVPOOL/XMIN,XMAX9YMIN9YMAX,TXMIN9TXMAX9TYMIN9TYMAX
COMMON/TVGUIDE/TMODE,TEXT,ITV
COMMON/TVFACT/FACT
COMMON/TVTUNE/LPEN,LPEF9ITAL9TWINK9INTSI/IRT.IUP
COMMON NCELL9ICELL9JCELL9CU9CV900-109CPRES,NPART9KTOTAL,PX9PY,PU,PV
COMMON KCELL19KCELL29RH019F0-1029FMU1IFMU29CMU,X19ZETA
COMMON DELTAT9DELTAX9DELTAY9GX9GY9.U1N9UOUT9A9b
DIMENSION NCELL(20,18)9CU(21919)9CV(21919/9CRH0(20918),CMO(2001dIf
1CPRES(20918)9NPART(1400)9PX(1400)9PY(1400),PVt1400)0PU(1400)9
2KCELL1(20918)9KCELL2(20918),A(20918)98(4,20918)
39X1(20918)9ZETA(20918)
DIMENSION NCELLT(20918)
LIM1.4ICELL-1
LJM1=JCELL-1
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DO 5 J=1,JCELL
DO 5 I=1,LCELL

5 NCELLT(I,J)=NCELL(I,J)
DO 30 J=2,LJM1
DO 30 I=2,LIM1
L=NCELLT(I,J)
IF (L.EQ.900.0R.IABS(L).E0.350) 30,31

31 IM1=I-1
IP1=I+1
JM1=J-1
JP1=J+1
DO 40 JJ=JM1,JP1
DO 40 II=IM1sIP1
LL=NCELLT(II,JJ)
IF (1.EO.II.AND.J.EU.JJ.OR.11.c.O.1.0R.11.Lo.ICLLL.OR.JJ.LO.1.OR.JJ

1.EQ.JCELL.OR.LL.EO.900) 40,41
41 IF ( I AF3S (LL)41 EQ 350 ) 42.43
42 IF (KCELL1(I,J).EO.0.ANU.KCLLL1(iI,JJ).NL.0) 1.44

44 IF (KCELL2(I,J).EO.0.AND.KCELL2(II,JJ).NE.0) 1,40

43 IF(ISIGN(1,LL).EO.ISIGN(10L)) 40,1
40 CONTINUE

GO TO 30
1 NCELL(I,J)=350
DO 45 JJJ=JM1,JP1
DO 45 III=IM1,IP1
LL=NCELLT(III,JJJ/
IF (III.EO.I.ANo.JJJ.EU.J.OR.1/I.EU.1.0R.III.to.ICLLL.OK.JJJ..

11.0R.JJJ.EQ.JCELL.OR.NCELL(II1,JJJ).tU.350.OR0LL.Q6/.9001
45,46

46 NCELL(III,JJJ)=ISIGN(300,LL)
45 CONTINUE
30 CONTINUE

RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE SURPRE

C7 ROUTINE HANDLES SURFACE CELLS IN PRESSURE RELAXATION

COMMON/TVPOOL/XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX,TXMINI,TXMAX.TYMIN,TYMAX
COMMON/TVGUIDE/TMODE,TEXT,ITV
COMMON/TVFACT/FACT
COMMON/TVTUNE/LPEN,LPEF,ITAL,TWINK,INT6tIRT,IUP
COMMON NCELL'ICELL,JCELL,CU,CV,CRHO,OPRES,NPART,KTOTAL,PX,PY,PUIIPV
COMMON KCELL1,KCELL2,RH01,RH02,FMU1,FMU2tCMU,XI,LETA
COMMON DELTAT,DELTAX,DELTAY,GX.GY,UIN,UOUT.A.13
DIMENSION NCELL(20,18),CU(21,19),CV(21,19),CRHU(20,18),CMU(20,1d),
1CPRES(20,18),NPART(1400),PX(1400),PY(1400),PV(1400),PU(14001.
2KCELL1(20,18),KCELL2(20,18),A(20,18),B(4,20,18)
3,XI(20,18),ZETA(20,18)
IM1=ICELL-1
JM1=JCELL-1
DO 10 JS=2,JM1
DO 10 IS=2,IM1
IF (NCELL(IS,JS).NE.250) 10,11

11 ISP1=IS+1
ISM1=IS-1
J5M1=JS-1
JSP1=J5+1
IF (NCELL(IS,JSP1).EQ.900) 900,400

900 CU(IS,JSP1)=CU(IS,JS)
CU(ISP1,JSP1)=CU(ISP1,JS)
IF(NCELL(ISM1,JS)0E0.900) 901,401

901 CV(ISM1,JSP1)=CV(IStJSP1)
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CV(ISM1,JS)=CV(IS,JS)
IF (NCELL(ISP1,JS).EQ.900) 902,402

902 CV(ISP1,JP1)=CV(IS,JSP1)
CV(ISP1,JS)=CV(IS,JS)
CPRES(IS,JS)=0.
GO TO 10

402 CPRES(IS,JS)=CMU(IS,JS)*0.5*(KU(IS,JS)+CU(ISP1,JS)CU(IS,JSM1)
1CU(ISP1,JSM1))/DELTAY+(CV(ISP1,JSP1)CV(ISM1,JSP1)+CV(ISP1,J5)CVl
2ISM1,JS))/DELTAX)
GO TO 10

401 IF (NCELL(ISP1,JS).E0.900) 903,403
903 CV(ISP1,JSP1)=CV(IS,JSP1)

CV(ISP1,JS )=CV(IS,JS)
CPRES(IS,JS)=CMU(IS,JS)*0.5*((CU(15,JS)+CUlI5P1,JS)CUCIS,JSM1)CU

1(ISP1,JSM1))/DELTAY+(CV(ISP1,J5P1)CV(IS41,JSP1)+CV(ISP1,JS)CV(15
2M1,JS))/DELTAX)
GO TO 10

403 CPRES(IS,JS)=2.*CMU(IS,J5)*(CV(15,JSP1)CV(I5,JS))/OELTAY
GO TO 10

400 IF (NCELL(ISM1,JS).E0.900) 904,404
904 CV(ISM1,JSP1)=CV(IS,JSP1)

CV(ISM1,JS)=CV(IS,JS)
.500 CPRES(IS,JS)=2.*CMU(IS,JS)*(CU(15P1,JS)CU(I5,J5))/DELTAX

GO TO 10
404 IF(NCELL(ISP1,J5).NE.900) 905,10
905 CV(ISP1,JSP1)=CV(IS,JSP1)

CV(ISP1,JS)=CV(IS,JS)
GO TO 500

10 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE AB

Ce ROUTINE FINDS ALL A AND B USED FOR PRESSURE RELAXATION

COMMON/TVPOOL/XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX,TAMINITXMAX,TYMIN,TYMAX
COMMON/TVGUIDE/TMODEsTEXT,ITV
COMMON/TVFACT/FACT
COMMON/TVTUNE/LPEN,LPEF,ITAL4TWINK,INTS,IRT,IUP
COMMON NCELLOCELL,JCELL,CU,CV,CRHO,CPRES,NPART,KT0TAL,PX,PY,PUPPV
COMMON KCELL1,KCELL2,RH01gRH02,FMU1,FMU2,CMU,X1,ZETA
COMMON DELTAT,DELTAX,DELTAY,GX,GY,UIN,VOUT,Atb
DIMENSION NCELL(20,18),CU(21,19),CV(21,19),CRH0(20,16),CMU(20,18),

1CPRES(20,18),NPART(1400),PX(1400),PYi1400),PV(1400),PU(1400),
2KCELL1(20,18),KCELL2(20,18),A(20,18),B(4020018)
3,X1(20,18),ZETA(20,18)
IEND=ICELL-1
JEND=JCELL-1
DO 10 JJ=2,JEND
DO 10 II=2,IEND
N=NCELL(II,JJ)
IF (N.EQ.250.0R.N.EQ,900) 10,11

11 LL=II
KK=JJ
LLL=II
KKK=JJ
CALL XIZETA(XI(II,JJ),ZETA(1111JJ),LLIKK,LLL,KKK)
IIP1=II+1
IIM1=II-1
JJP1=JJ+1
JJM1=JJ-1
LLP1=II+1
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KKKP1=JJ+1
CALL XIZETA(XI(IIP19JJ),ZETA(II,JJP1),L6P19KK,LLL,KKKP1)
IF (N.EO.350) 12,13

12 NFLUID=2
GO TO 14

13 NFLUID=1
14 ARHOU1=(CRHO(II,JJ)+CRH0(IIP1,JJ))/2.

ARHOU2=(CRHO(IIM19JJ)+CRH0(11,JJ))/2.
ARHOV1=(CRHO(IIIJJ)+CRH0(119JJP1))/2.
ARHOV2=ICRHO(II,JJ)+CRH0(II,JJM1)21
CALL SUBAB(DELTAT,DELTAX,DELTAY,ARHOUltARHOU2,ARhUV1pARHOV29
1XICII,JJ)+XICIIP1,JJ),ZETAIII+JJI,ZETA(II,JJP1),A(II,JJ),
213(10119JJ),B(2,II,JJ)93(3,II,JJ),B(4,II,JJ)+NFLUIDI

10 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE XIZETAiXXI,XZETA,IX,JX,IZ,JZ)

C9 ROUTINE FINDS XI AND ZETA FOR PRESSURE RELAXATION

COMMON/TVPOOL./XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX,TXMIN,TXMAX,TYMIN,TYMAX
COMMON/TVGUIDE/TMODE,TEXT,ITV
COMMON/TVFACT/FACT
COMMON/TVTUNE/LPEN,LPEF,ITAL.TWINK,INTS,IRTpIUP
COMMON NCELL'ICELL,JCELL,CU,CV,CRH0,CPRE5,NPARToKTUTAL,PX,PY,P0,PV
COMMON KCELL1,KCELL29RH01,Rd029FMU19FMU2,CMU,X1,ZETA
COMMON DELTAT,DELTAX,DELTAY,GX,GY,UIN,JOUTrAtb
DIMENSION NCELL(20,18),CUI2119),CVt219191,CRH0(20+18)1CMU(20.16),
1CPRES(20918),NPART(1400),PX(1400),PY(1400),PVI1400)9PU(1400It
2KCELL1(20,18),KCELL2(20,18),A(20918),B(4.20918I
39XI(20,18),ZETA(20,18)
IX= IX-1
JZ=JZ-1
IXP1=IX+1
IXP2=IX+2
JXM1=JX-1
JXP1=JX+1
JXP2=JX+2
IZM1=IZ-1
IZP1=IZ+1
IZP2=IZ+2
JZP1=JZ+1
JZP2=JZ+2
VAVE1=lCV(IX,JX)+CV(IXP1,JX))/21
VAVE2=(CV(IX1rJXP1)+CV(IXP1,JXP1))/20
UAVE1=(CUCIZtJZ)+CUtIZ,JZP11//2.
UAVE2=KU(IZP1,JZ)+CUSIZP111J/P111/2.
RHOU1=KRI-10(IX,JX)+CRHO(IXP1,JX))/2.
RHOU2=(CRHO(IX,JXM1)+CRH0(IXP1,JXM1/2.
RHOU3=(CRHO(IX,JXP1)+CRH0CIXPI,JXP1))/2.
RHOV1=-(CRHO(IZ,JZ)+CRH0(1Z,JZR1)//2.
RHOV2=(CRHO(IZM1tJZ)+CRHO(IZM1,JZP1))/2.
RHOV3=(CRHO(12PloJZI+CRHO(IZP1,JZP1)//2.
RV1=RHOUVCRHOU19RHOU29CU(IXPloJX),CUCIXP19JXM1),VAVE1)
RV2=RHOUV(RHOU39RHOUltCUIIXPlioJXP1),CUIIXP19JX),VAVE2/
RU1=RHOUV(RHOV19RHOV29CV(IZ,JZP1),CV(I1M19JZP1),UAVE1)
RU2=RHOUV(RHOV39RH0V19CV(IZP1ioJZP1),CVIIZ,JZP1)0UAVEZ)
QMUX=(CMU(IX,JX)+CMU(IX,JXP1)+CMU(IXP1fJX)+CMUCIXPltJXPlII/4.
OMUZ=(CMU(IZ,JZ)+CMWIZ,JZP1)+CMUIIZP1,JZ)+CMU(IZP1,JZP1)//4.
QMUU=(CMU(IX,JXM1)+CMU(IX,JX)+CMU(IXP1oJXM1I+CMU(IXPliJX))/4.
OMUV=CCMU(IZM1,JZ)+CMWIZM1,JZP1/+CMUtIZ,JZ)+CMUI149JZP1/4.
UAVE3=CCU(IX,JX)+CU(IXP19JX))/2.



UAVE4=CCU(IXP1.JX)+CO(IXP2,JX))/2.
VAVE3=(CV(IZ.JZ)+CV(IZ,JZP1))/2.
VAVE4=(CV(IZ.JZP1)+CV(ILIJZP2))12..
XXI=RHOU1*CU(IXP1.JX)+DELTAT*NCRH0(1X,JX)*UAVE3**2CRHO( iXP1.JX)*
lUAVE4**2)/DELTAX+(RVIRV2)/0ELTAY+2.*(CMU(IXP1,JX)*(CU(IXP2.JX)
2CU(IXP1.JX))CMU(IX.JX)*(CU(IXP1,JX)00(IX sJX)))/DELTAX**2+UMUX*

3l(CU(IXPl.JXP1)CU(IXP1.JX))/0ELTAY+(CV(IXP1,JXP1ICV(IA.JXP1))/
3DELTAX)/
41DELTAYOMUU*(CCU(IXP1.JX)CUCIXP1,JXM1))/DELTAY+(V(IXP1.JX )
5CV(IXIJX))/DELTAX)/DELTAY+RHOUl*GX)
XZETA.RHOV1*CV(IZ,J2P1)+DELTAT*((CRHOCIZ,JZI*VAVE3**2+CRHOI1L...)4P1

1)*VAVE4**2)/DELTAY+(RU1RU2)/DELTAX+2.*(CMU(IZ,JL.P1)*(CV(IZ,JLP2)
2CV(I2.J2P1))CMU(IZ,J2P1)*(CV(IL.JZP1)CV(IL,JL)))/DELTAY**2+uMUL
3*((CUCIZP1.J2P1)CU(IZ.P1.J2))/DELTAY+ICV(IZP1.JZP1ICV(11..j2.P1))/
4DELTAX)/DFLTAXOMUV*((CU1IZ,JLP1)CUIIZ,JZ))/DELTAY+ICV(IL,J4P1)
5CV(12M1,J2P1))/DELTA-X)/DELTAX+RHOV1*(JY)
RETURN
END
FUNCTION RHOUV(RRH010RRH02.U1,U21V)

C10 ROUTINE HANDLES MOMENTUM TRANSPORT TERMS
IF (V) 10,20,30

10 RHOUV=RRHOl*Ul*V
RETURN

20 RHOUV=0.
RETURN

30 RHOUV=RRHO2*U2*V
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE SUBAB(DELT,DELX.DELY,SRHOUltSRHOU2.5RHOV1.5RHOV2,SXI1.
15XI2.5ZETA1.SZETA2.SA,B1.B2.E13.B4,NF)

C11 ROUTINE CALCULATES ONE SET OF A AND FOR PRESSURE RELAXATION

TXX=DELT/DELX/DELX
TYY=DELT/DELY/DELY
C= (1./SRHOU1+1./SRHOU2)*TXX+(1./SRHOV1+1./SRHOV2)*TYY
SA=I(SXI1/SRH0U2.SXI2/5RH0U1)/0ELX+(SLETA1SRH0V2SZETA2/5RHOV1)/

1DELY)/C
IF(NF.E0.2) 2.1

1 B1=0.25
82=0.25
B3=0.25
84=0.25
RETURN

2 B1=TXX/SRHOU1/C
82=TXX/SRHOU2/C
83=TYY/SRHOV1/C
B4=TYY/SRHOV2/C
RETUR!"
END
SUBROUTINE PRSRLX(ERROR,ITEST)

C12 ROUTINE PERFORMS PRESSURE RELAXATION
COMMON/TVPOOL/XMIN.XMAX.YMIN.YMAX.TXMIN.TXMAX.TYMIN,TYMAX
COMMON/TVGUIDE/TMODE.TEXT,ITV
COMMON/TVFACT/FACT
COMMON/TVTUNE/LPEN,LPEF.ITAL.TWINK.INTS.IRT,IUP
COMMON NCELL.ICELL,JCELL,CU,CV.CRHO,CPRES,NPART.KTOTAL.PX,PY,PU.PV
COMMON KCELL1.KCELL2.RHOl.RH02,FMUl.FMU2,CM0.XI.ZETA
COMMON DELTAT.DELTAX,DELTAY.GX,GY.UIN.UOUT,Asb
DIMENSION NCELLI20.18).CU(21.19),CV(21.19).CRHO(20,18).CMO(20,16),
1CPRES(20.18).NPART(1400).PX(1400).PY(1400),PV(1400),PUI1400).
2KCELL1(20,18).KCELL2(20,18),A(20,18).13(41,20,18)
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39XII20918)9ZETA(20918)
820 K=0
810 ERR=0.

K=K+1
DO 10 J=19JCELL
DO 10 I=1,ICELL
POLD=CPRES(19J)
N=NCELL(I,J)
IF (N.EO.250) 10,11

11 IF (J.E09190R.J.EO9JCEL4.0R.I.Q.1.JR.I.U.ICtLL) 000,602

800 IF (N9F0.90) 10912
12 CPRES(19J)=BNDPRE(I,J)

GO TO 10
802 IF (N.E0.900) 900,806
900 CPRES(19J)=09

GO TO 10
806 IP1=I+1

IM1=I-1
JP1=J+1
JM1=J-1
CPRESII9J/=8(19I9J)*CPRES(IP19J)+B(2919J)*CPRE5(IM1,3)+B(39I,J)*

1CPRES(19JP1)+9(49I9J)*CPRES(111JM1)+A(I+JI
IF (K.NE0ITEST) 1099

9 PJ=J
ERR2=ABSI(CPRES(19J)POLD)/(PJ DELTAY*GY*CRHOII,J)))
IF (ERR9GF.ERR2) 1092

2 ERR=ERR2
10 CONTINUE

IF (K.EO.ITEST) 808,810
808 IF (ERR.GT9ERROR) 820913
13 PRINT 1000tERR

1000 FORMAT(F10.5)
RETURN
END
RUNCTION BNDPRE(IB9J8)

C13 ROUTINE CALCULATES PRESSURE FOR BOUNDARY CELLS
COMMON/TVPOOL/XMIN,XMAX9YMIN,YMAX9TXMIN,TXMAX,TYMIN9TYM4X
COMMON/TVGUIDE/TMODE9TEXT,ITV
COMMON/TVFACT/FACT
C0MMON/TVTUNE/LPEN9LPEFtITALIPTWINK9INT9IRT9ILIP
COMMON NCELLIICELL9JCELL9CUICV9CRHO9CPRL89NPART9KTOTAL,PA9PYIRU,PV
COMMON KCELL19KCELL29RH01,RHO2,FMU19FMU29CMU9XI9LETA
COMMON DELTAT9DELTAX9DELTAY9GX9GYoUINO000I9A9b
DIMENSION NCELL(20918)9CU(21919)9CV(21919)9CRH0(20918)9CMU(20,1d)9
iCPRES(20918)9NPART(1400),PX(1400)9PY(1400),PV(1400I,PU(1400)9
2KCELL1(20918)9KCELL2(20918)9A(20918),13(4920018)
3,X1(20,18),ZETA(20918)
JBM1=JB-1
JBP1=JB+1
IBM1=IB-1
IBP1=I13+1
IBP2=I8+2
D=DELTAX/DELTAY/DELTAY
N=NCELL(IB,JB)
IF (IA9S(N)-20) 10,20940

10 NNGHB=NCELL(IBM19.18)
IF (NNGHB.E0.350)350.200

200 BMUB=CMU(IBM19JB)
BRHO=CRHO(IBM19JB)
TEMPRE=CPRES(IBM19J8)+BRHO*GX*DELTAX+2,*BM08*(CU(IBM19J3)UOUT)/
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1DELTAX
BNDPRE=TEMPRE
IF (NCELL(I8,J8M1).E0.90) 90+201

201 IF (NCELL(IB,J8P1).EQ.10) 999%11
11 BNDPRE=TEMPRE+UOUT*BMUB*D

999 RETURN
90 IF (NCELL(2,1).EG.30) 13,999
13 BNDPRE=TEMPRE-2141-8MUB*UOUT*D

RETURN
350 TEMPRE=CPRES(IBM10b)+CRH0lIbM1,Jb)*UX*DLLTAX-4.*CMU(10M1,J6)*

1(UOUT-CU(IBP11.18))/DELTAX-(CMUtIbM1,JE)P1)+CMU(I8M1,J0))*UJUT*O/1.
IF (NCELL(I8,J6.P1).EQ.30) 14,999

14 8NDPRE=TEMPRE+iCMUCIBM1,JbP1)+LMUtIM1,
1...)8))*CV(I8,J8P1)/DELTAY-(CMU(16M1%J8)+CMU(IbM10JbM1))*CV(IbtJ0)/
.2 DELTA

RETURN
20 BRHO=CRHO(IBP1t.18)

BMUB=CMU(IBP1,JB)
TEMPRE=CPRESCIBP1,J8)-8RH0*GX*1)ELTAX-2.*LIMU8*(CU(IbP2,J6)-UIN)/

1DELTAX
IF (IABS(NCELL(IB,J6P1)).EQ.20) 21%15

15 BNDPRE=TEMPRE+UIN*D*BMU8
RETURN

21 IF jBM1.E0.1.ANU.16P1.EQ.2 ANJ.NCtLL(2,1).tu.30) 16.999

16 BNDPRE=TEMPRE+UIN*D*2.*8MUB
RETURN

40 IF (JB.EQ.JCELL) 50,41
41 IF (IB.EQ.1) 51.42
42 IF (IB.EQ.ICELL) 52,43
43 TEMPRE=CPRES(18,JBP1)-GY*CRH0(18,JBP1)*DELTAY

BNDPRE=TEMPRE
IF (NCELL(IB,JB).ECI.30) 44,999

44 BNDPRE=TEMPRE-2.*CMU(IB,JBP1)*CV(IB,J8)/DELTAY
RETURN

50 TEMPRE=CPRES(18,JbM1)+GY*CRH0(IdIJBM1)*ULLTAY
IF (NCELL(IBPJB).EQ.30) 45,999

45 BNDPRE=TEMPRE+2.*CMU(113,JBM1)*CV(IBIJB)/Ut:LTAY
RETURN

51 TEMPRE=CPRES (IBP1,J8)-GX*CRH0(1dP1,JB)*OLLTAX
BNDPRE=TEMPRE
IF (NCELL(1130JB).EC).35) 999,47

47 BN0PRE=TEMPRE-2.*CMUtI3P1,J8)*CUIIBP2,J8)/DELTAX
IF CIABSINCELL(IB,JBM1))+EQ.20) 48,999

48 8NDPRE=TEMPRE-CMU(I8P10.18)*UIN*DELTXX/DEL.TAY**2
RETURN

52 TEMPRE=CPRES(IBM1,J8)+GX*CRHWIBM1,JU)*DELTAX
BNDPRE=TEMPRE
IF (NCELL(201).EG).30) 230,359

230 IF (NCELL(IBM1,JB).EQ.350) 352+231
231 TEMPRE=TEMPRE+2.*CMU(IBM1,Jb)*CU(I8P1IJ8)/OELTAX

BNDPRE=TEMPRE
IF (NCELL(I8,JBM1).E0.10) 49,999

49 BNDPRE=TEMPRE+CMU(IBM1,J8)*UOUT*DELTAX/DELTAY**2
RETURN

352 TEMPRE=TEMPRE+40-CU(IBM1,J8)*CMU(I8M1,J80ELTAX+ICV(IB,JbP1)*
1(CMU(IBM1,JBP1)+CMU(IBM1*JB))-0/(18,J8)*QMU(10M1,Jb)+CMU(IbM1,JbM1
2))/DELTAY
BNDPRE=TEMPRE
IF (NCELLCIB,JBM1).E0.10) 53.999
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53 BNDPRE=TEMPRE+UuUT*(CMU(10M1,J6)+CMU
1(IBM1,JBMIA)*D

159 RETURN
FND
SUBROUTINE UVCELL

(14 ROUTINE FINDS VELOCITIES FOR ALL CELLS
COMMON/TVPOOL/XMIN,XMAX,YMINsYMAX,TXMIN,TXMAX,TYMIN,TYMAX
COMMON/TVGUIDE/TMODE'TEXT,ITV
COMMON/TVFACT/FACT
COMMON/TVTUNE/LPEN,LPEF,ITAL,TWINK,INTS'IRT'IUP
COMMON NCELL'ICELL,JCELL,CU'CV+LRHO'CPRLS,NPART'KTuTAL,PAIIPYIPU,PV
COMMON KCELL1,KCELL2,RH01,RH02,FMUl'EMU2pCMU'XI,LETA
COMMON DELTAT,DELTAX,DELTAY,GX,GY,UIN,VOJT,A,B
DIMENSION NCELL(20,18),CU(21,19),CV(21019),CkH0(20,16),(MU(20,18),

1CPRES(20'18),NPART(1400),PXt1400),PYi1400),PV(1400),PU(1400),
2KCELL1(2008),KCELL2(20'18),A(20,18),B(4,20,18)
3'XI(2)'18),ZETA(20,18)
JM1=JCELL-1
IMI=ICELL-1
DO 10 JJ=2,JM1
DO 10 II=20IM1
IF (NCELL(II,JJ).NE.900) 10,21

21 CUIII,JJ)=0.
CV(II,JJ)=0.
IIP1=II+1
JJP1=JJ+1
CU(IIP1,JJ)=0.
CVIII,JJP1)=0.

10 CONTINUE
DO 15 JJ=2,JM1
DO 15 II=2,1M1
IF (NCELL(11"JJ).NE,250) 15,22

22 IIMI=II-1
IIP1=II+1
JJP1=JJ+1
IF (NCELL(II,JJP1).E0.900.ANU.NCELL(IIM1,JJ).L.Q.900.ANO.NCL.LL(11P1

1,JJ).EQ.9001 9060,23
23 IF (NCELL(IIIJJP1).EQ.900.AND1NCELL(IIP1,JJ).E06900)

9070,24

24 IF (NCELL(II,JJP1).E0.9,00.AND.NCELLIIIM1,JJ).E0.900)
9080,9050

9080 CV(I/M1,JJP1)=CV(II,JJP1)
CV(IIM1,JJ)=CVIII9JJ1
GO TO 9050

9060 CVIIIM1,JJP1)=CV(II,JJP1)
CV(IIM1,JJ)=CV(II,JJ)

9070 CV(IIP1,JJP11=CV(II,JJP11
CV(IIP1,JJ)=CVIII,JJ)

9050 CUIII,JJP1I=CU(II,JJ)
CU(IIP1,JJP1)=CU(IIP1,JJ)

15 CONTINUE
DO 20 JJ=2,JM1
DO 20 II=2,IM1
IIM1=II-1
IIP1=II+1
JJP1=JJ+1
JJM1=JJ-1
IF (NCELL(II,JJ).E04900) 20,27

27 U.=2,*(XIIII,JJ)+(CPRESSIIM1'JJ)CPRLS(II,JJ))*UELTAT/OLLTAX)/
1(CRHO(IIM1,JJ)+CRH0(II,JJ))
V=2.*(ZETAIII,JJ)+(CPRES(II,JJM1)CPRES(II,JJ))*ULLTAT/OELTAY)/
1(CRHO(II,JJM1)+CRHO(II,JJ))
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IF (NCELL(II,J)).E).250) 250,252
252 IF (II.E0.2) 904,28
28 CU ( I I ,JJ ) ..0

904 IF (JJ.NE$2) 29,20
29 CV)II,JJ)=V

GO TO 20
250 IF (NCELL(IIIJJP1).E0.900.ANO1NCELL(IIM1PJJ).tw1900.ANO.NCELL(ILP1

1oJJ).E0.9001 906,61
61 IF (NCELL(II,JJP1).E0.900.AND.NCELL(IIP1).tU.90U)

908+62

62 IF (NCELL(II,JJP11,E0.900.ANDeNCLLL(11M1,JJ).LU.900)
910,64

64 IF (NCELL(II,JJP1).EQ.900) 912,63
63 PRINT 1000

1000 FORMAT ( 24H IRREGULAR SURFACL CELL )

GO TO 20
912 CU(II,JJ)=U

CV(II,JJ)=V
CV(11,JJP1)=V+(CU(IIP1,JJ)-0)*OELTAY/OLLTAX
GO TO 905

910 CV(II,JJ)=V
CV( I I ,JJP1 =V
CU(IIP1,JJ)=CU(II,JJ)
CV(IIM1,JJP1)=V
CV(I1M1,JJ)=V
GO TO 905

908 CU(II,JJ)=U
CV(II,JJ)=V
CU(IIP1,JJ)=U
CV(II,JJP1)=V
GO TO 907

906 CV(II,JJ)=V
CVIII,JJP1)=V
CV(11M1,jJP1)=CV(IIIIJJP1)
CV(IIM1,JJ)=CV(11,JJ)

907 CV(IIP1oJJP1)=CV(II,JJP1)
CV(IIP1,JJ)=CV(II,JJ)

905 CU(II,JJP1)=CU(II)JJ)
CU(IIP10JJP1)=CU(IIP1,JJ)

20 CONTINUE
CALL BOUNV
RETURN
END
FUNCTION WVEL(X10(2,X3,Y1,Y2,Y3:tVEL1,VEL2oVEL3,VEL4,0ELAW,OELYW)

C16 ROUTINE CALCULATES WEIGHED VELOCITY
A1=IX2X1)*(Y3Y2)
A2=(X3X2)*(Y3Y2)
A3=(X2X1)*(Y2Y1)
A4=f)(1X2)*1Y2Y1)
WVEL=(A1*VEL1+A2*VEL2+A3*VEL3+A4*VEL4)/DELXW/DELYW
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE TRAJ(LL)

C17 ROUTINE .CALCULATES PARTICLE TkAJECTORILS
COMMON/TVPOOL/XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX,TAMIN,TAMAX,TYMLNIITYMAX
COMMON/TVGUIDE/TMODE,TEXT,ITV
COMMON/TVFACT/FACT
COMMON/TVTUNE/LPEN,LPEF,ITAL,TWINK,INTS,IRT,IUP
COMMON NCELL'ICELL,JCELL,CUsCV,CRHO,CPRES,NPART,KTUTAL,PX,PY,PU,PV
COMMON KCELL1,KCELL20H01,RH02,FMU1tFMU2,CMU'XI,LETA
COMMON DELTAT,DELTAX,DELTAY,GX,GY,UIN,UOUT,A,B
DIMENSION NCELL(20,18),CU(21,19),CV(21,19),CRHU(20,18),CMU(20,18),
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1CPRES(20918)9NPART(1400)9PX(1400)9PY(1400)9PVI1400)9PU(1400),
2KCELL1(20,18),KCELL2(20918)9A(20918),B(4920,1b)
3,X1(20918)9ZETA(20918)
DO 80 K=19KTOTAL
IF (NPART(K).E0.1) 80,81

81 TI=PX(K)/DELTAX+1.
TJ=PY(K)/DELTAY+1.
1=1.1

J=TJ
IOLD=I
JOLD=J
FX=TI-FLOAT(I)
FY=TJ-FLOAT(J)
N=NCELL(I,J)
IF (LL.EQ.1)192

I IF (IABS(N).NE.300.0R.IAB5(N).NE.350) 80,2
2 IF (IABS(N).EQ.20) 20940
20 PU(K)=UIN

PV(K)=0.
GO TO 85

40 IF(N.E0.10)10,41
10 PU(K)=UOUT

PV(K)=0.
GO TO 85

41 IF (FY.LE.(0.5))42983
83 J=J+1
42 IP1=I+1

JM1=J-1
U1=CU(19J
U2=CU(IP19J)
U3=CU(I,JM1)
U4=CU(IP19JM1)
UI=FLOAT(I)-0.5
UJ=J-1
IF (FX.LE.(0.5)) 43984

84 1=1+1
43 IM1=1-1

JP1=J+1
V1=CV(IM19JP1)
V2=CV(ItJP1)
V3=CV(IM19J)
V4=CV(I,J)
VI=I-1
VJ=FLOAT(J)-0.5
TX1=PX(K)-0.5*DELTAX
TX2=UI*DELTAX
TX3=TX1+DELTAX
TY1=PY(K)-0.5*DELTAY
TY2=UJ*DELTAY
TY3=1Y1+DELTAY
PU(K)=WVEL(TX19TX29TX39TY19TY2,TY39U19U210039U49DELTAX,DELTAY)
TX2=VI*DELTAX
TY2=VJ*DELTAY
PV(K)=WVEL(TX19TX29TX39TY19TY20TY39V19V29V3IV4,DELTAX9DELTAY)

85 TX =PX(K)+PU(K)*DELTAT
TV =PY(K)+PV(K)*DELTAT
IF (LL.E0.1) 46,86

86 PX(K)=TX
PY(K)=TY
IF (TX.GE.(FLOAT(ICELL-1)*DELTAX)) 189946
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189 INEW=TX/DELTAX+1.
JNEW=TY/DELTAY+1.
IF (NCELL(INEW9JNEW).E().10) 47990

90 NPOLD=NPART(K)
NPART(K)=1
PX(K)=0.
PY(K)=0.
PU(K)=0.
PV(K)=0.
IF (INEW.NE.IOLD) 48989

89 IF(JNEW.E0.JOLD) 80948
48 IF (NPOLD.LT.0), 45988
46 INEW=TX /DELTAX+1.

JNEW=TY /DELTAY+1.
47 IF (INEW.NE.IOLD) 44987
87 IF (JNEW.EQ.JOLD) 80944
44 IF (NPART(K).LT.0) 45988
88 KCELL1(INEW9JNEW)=KCELL1(INEW,JNEW)+1

KCELL1(1OLD,JOLD)=KCELC1 (IOLD,JOLD)-1
GO TO 80

45 KCELL2(INEW9JNEW)=KCELL2(INEW9JNEW)+1
KCELL2(I0LD9JOLD)=KCELL2(I0LD,JOL0)-1

80 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE DENCHG (NO)

C18 ROUTINE CALCULATES DENSITY OF INTERFACE CELLS AND FLAGS CHANGES

COMMON/TVPOOL/XMIN9XMAX9YMIN9YMAX,TXMIN,TXMAX9TYMIN9TYMAX
COMMON/TVGUIDE/TMODE9TEXT9ITV
COMMON/TVFACT/FACT
COMMON/TVTUNE/LPEN9LPEF9ITAL,TWINK9INTStIRT,IUP
COMMON NCELL,ICELL9JCELL9CUKV,CRHO9CPRES9NPART9KTOTAL,PX,PY,PU9PV
COMMON KCELL19KCELL29RH019RH029FMU19FMU2*CMU,XI92ETA
COMMON DELTAT9DELTAX9DELTAY.GX9GY9UINoUOUT9Atb
DIMENSION NCELL(20918),CU(21919)9CV(21.19)9CRHO(20918).C1U(20,18)9
1CRRES(20.18)9NPART(1400)9PX(1400)9PY(1400),PV(1400),PU(1400).
2KCELL1(20918),KCELL2(20918),A(20,18)98(4920.18)
30(1(20918),ZETA(20918)
N0=-1
JEND=JCELL-1
IEND=ICELL-1
DO 10 JJ=29JEND
DO 10 II=29IEND
IF (IABS(NCELL(II9JJ)).NE.350) 10912

12 RHOOLD=CRHO(II9JJ)
CRHO(II9JJ)=(KCELL1(11,JJ)*RHOl+KCECL2(II9JJ)*RH02)/(KCELL1(II,JJ)
1+KCELL2(II9JJ))
IF (ABS(RHOOLDCRHO(II,JJ)).LE.0.000001) 10913

13 NCELL(II,JJ)=-350
NO=1

10 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE NEWAB

C18.5 ROUTINE CALCULATES NEW A9B FOR CELL AND NEIGHBORS

COMMON/TVPOOL/XMIN9XMAX9YMIN9YMAX9TXMIN9TXMAX9TYMIN9TYMAX
COMMON/TVGUIDE/TMODE9TEXT,ITV
COMMON/TVFACT/FACT
COMMON/TVTUNE/LPEN9LPEF9ITAL9TWINK9INT59IRT.IUP
COMMON NCELL9ICELL9JCELL9CU,CV9CRHO9CPRES9NPART9KTOTAL,PX9PY,PU9PV
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COMMON KCELL11,KCELL2oR1-101,RH02,FMU1,FMU2,CMU,XI,ZETA
COMMON DEL,TAT,DELTAX,DELTAY,GX+GYoUIN,UOUT,A,B
DIMENSION NCELL(20,18),CU(21,19),CV(21,19),CRHO(20,18),CMU(20,1d),

1CPRES(20,18),NPART(1400),PX(1400),PY(1400),PV(1400),PU(1400),
2KCELL1(20,18),KCELL2(20,18),A(20,18),B(4,20018)
3,XI(20,18),ZETA(20,18)
JEND=JCELL-1
IEND=ICELL-1
DO 10 JJ=2,JEND
DO 10 I1=2,IEND
IF (NCELL(IIIIJJ).NE.(-350)) 10,13

13 IIM1=II-1
IIP1=II+1
JJM1=JJ-1
JJP1=JJ+1
DO 11 I=IIM1,IIP1
DO 11 J=JJM1sJJP1
IF MABS(III)+IABS(JJJ)).EU.2) 11,14

14 L=I
K=J
LL=I
KK=J
CALL XIZETA(XI(I,J)+ZETA(I,J),L,KoLL)KKI
IM1=I-1
IP1=I+1
JM1=J-1
JP1=J+1
LP1=I+1
KKP1=J+1
CALL XIZETA(X1(IP1)J),ZETA(I,JP1),LP1,KoLLIKKP1)
RU1=(CRHO(I,J)+CRH0(IP1,J))/2.
RU2=(CRHO(IM1,J)+CRHO(1,J))/2.
RV1=(CRHO(I,J)+CRH0(I,JP1))/2.
RV2=(CRHO(I,J)+CRH0(111JM1))/21
CALL SUBAB(DELTAT,DELTAX,DELTAY,RU1tRU2,RV1,RV2oXI(I,J),X1(1P1,J),

2ZETA(I,J),ZETA(I,JP1),A(I,J),(3(1,I,J),B(2,I,J),B(3,1,J),B(4,I,J).
22)
NCELL(IItJJ)=350

11 CONTINUE
10 CONTINUE

RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE LOCATE

C19 ROUTINE LOCATES ALL INTERFACE CELLS AND FLAtiS CONTKIdUT/Nti CE.LL

COMMON/TVPOOL/XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAXIITAMIN,TXMAX,TYMIN,TYMAX
COMMON/TVGUIDE/TMODE,TEXT1ITV
COMMON/TVFACT/FACT
COMMON/TVTUNE/LPEN,LPEF,ITAL,TWINK,INTS,IRT,IUP
COMMON NCELL,ICELL,JCELL,CU,CV,CRHO,CPRES,NPARTIIKTUTAL,PX,PY,PU,PV
COMMON KCELL10KCELL2tRI-(01,RHO2oFMUl,FMU2,CMU,XI,ZETA
COMMON DELTAT,DELTAX,DELTAY,GX,GY,UIN,UOUT,A,B
DIMENSION NCELL(20,18),CU(2109),CV(21,19),CRHO(20,18),CMU(20,1d),

1CPRES(20,18),NPART(1400),PX(1400),PY(1400)0PV(1400),RU(1400),
2KCELL1(20,18),KCELL2(20,18),A(20,18),B(4,20,18)
30(1(20,18),ZETA(20,18)

DO 10 K=1,KTOTAL
N=NPART(K)
IF (IABS(N).E0.1) 10,11

11 II=PX(K)/DELTAX+1.
JJ=PY(K)/DELTAY+1,
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IF (II.EQ.1.0R.II.E0.IGELL.OR.JJ.E0.1.0R.JJ.LO.JLELL)
10.12

12 L=NCELL(IIJJJ)
IF (L6F0.900) 900,401

900 NCELL(II,JJ)=ISIGN(2000)
GO TO 10

400 IF ( IABS (1_) E0350.0R 1SIGN( 1 tL) ISIGN( 1 tbi) ) 10.14

14 NCELL(110JJ)=350

IPI=II+1
JM1=JJ*1
JP1=JJ+1
DO 20 J=JM14JP1
DO 20 1=IMItIP1
IF (11.EQ.I.AND.JJ.E0.J00R.i.U.1.0R.I.EU.ICELL.OR.J.Ew.l.OR.J.E.

1JCELL.OR.NCELLII,J).E0.350) 20021
21 NCELL(1,J)=ISIGN(3000CELL(10J))
20 CONTINUE
10 CONTINUE

CALL ADJCNT
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE VSCONS

C20 ROUTINE FINDS DENSITY AND VISCOSITY OF ALL CELLS

COMMON/TVPOOL/XMINtXMAX,YMIN,YMAAtTXMIN,TXMAX,TYMINtTYMAX
COMMON/TVGUIDE/TMODEtTEXTtITV
COMMON/TVFACT/FACT
COMMON/TVTUNE/LPENtLPEFtITAL,TWINK,INT5tIRTt1UP
COMMON NCELLtICELL,JCELL,CUtCV,CRHOtCPREStNPART,KTOTALtPAtPY,PUtPV
COMMON KCELL1,KCE4L2tRHOloRH020FMUl.FMU2tCMUtX1tZETA
COMMON DELTATtDELTAX,DELTAYIGX,GY,UINtUOUTtAtb
DIMENSION NCELL(20,18),CU(21,19),CV(21019),CRH0(20,16),CMO(20,1b),
1CPRES(20,18)0PART(1400),PX(1400),PY(1400),RV(1400),PU(1400),
2KCELL1(20,18),KCELL2(20,18),A(20,18),B(4,20,18)
30XI(20,18)tZETA(20,16)
IM1=ICELL-1
JM1=JCELL-1
DO 10 JJ=2tJM1
DO 10 II=2tIM1
IF (NCELL(II,JJ).NE.900) 400,11

II CRHO(II,JJ)=0.
CMU(II,JJ)=0.
GO TO 10

400 N=NCELL(II,JJ)
IF (IABS.(N).E0.350) 402,12

12 IF (N.GT.0)404,406
404 CRHO(II,JJ)=RHO1

CMU(II,JJ)=FMU1
GO TO 10

406 CRHO(11,JJ)=RH02
CMU(II,JJ)=FMU2
GO TO 10

402 CRHOIII,JJ)=MCELL1III,JJ)*RHOl+KCELL2(11,JJ)*1-0102)/(KCELL1(1.10JJ)
1+KCELL2(II,JJ))
CMU(II,JJ)=CKCELL1(11,JJ)*FMU1+KCELL2(1ItJJ)*FMU2(KCELL1(iI0JJ)

1+KCELL2(IIIJJ))
10 CONTINUE

DO t 11=21 IM1
CRHO(IIt1)=CRHO(IIt2).

7 (MUII1t1)=CMU(1102)
DO 8 JJ=2. JM1



CRHO(1,JJ)=CRHO(2,JJ)
CMU(19JJ)=CMU(2+JJ)
CRHO(ICELL,JJ)=CRH0( IM1,JJ)

8 CMU(ICELLtJJ)=CMU( IM1,JJ)
RETURN
END
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